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The Eastern

Take a closer look at the Richmond
powwow set to begin tomorrow/Bl

Progress

An old type
of music,
dance is
swinging
back into
style/B3
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Installation set for Kustra
BY ANPHUA DJCAMP

News writer

Eastern's campus will come
alive this week in anticipation of President
Robert Kustra's installation.
The Kustras are
opening the floor to suggestions from leaders
and students.
Kustra will host a student town meeting at 7
p.m. Tuesday in the
Fountain Food Court of
Powell Building.
The meeting will be
very informal," Kustra
said. "It will afford the students a
chance to talk directly with me
about the future, challenges we

face on Eastern's campus and
what it's like to be a student on
our campus."
He expects students to voice
their concerns about problems on campus and what
can be done to make
Eastern a better university, Kustra said.
Kustra will also host a
leadership forum with his
wife, Kathy. at 7 p.m.
Wednesday in Gifford
Theatre.
The forum will be more
structured than the town
meeting and the Kustras
will ask people to join in
their discussion.
"We will talk about leadership
skills and issues. Also the prerequisites for being a good leader

and how we see these skills manifested in our state and-community," Kustra said.
The week's events will have
something for everyone to enjoy
— including art, literature, lectures and music.
The Giles Gallery is holding an
art exhibition of photography and
collages.
Crabbe Library has set up a
display featuring some of the
Kustras' favorite books.
Some of Kustra's favorites
included
are
"Captains
Courageous" by Rudyard Kipling,
"Catch-22" by Joseph L. Heller
and "Civility: Manners, Morals,
and the Etiquette of Democracy"
by Stephen L. Carter.
Some of Mrs. Kustra's

favorites included are "A Tale of
Two Cities" by Charles Dickens,
"Broken Chord" by Michael
Dorris and Louis Erdrich, and
"Buddenbrooks" by .Thomas
Mann.
The department of music is
hosting an installation concert
with the Woodwind Ensemble and
the Brass Ensemble. The concert
is at 8 p.m. tonight in Gifford
Theatre and is free to students.
The bands will play a selection of
music that will last between one
and one and a half hours.
Starting Friday and lasting
until Oct. 9 will be a presidential
historical exhibit that details the
reigns of Eastern's past presidents.

► Meadowbrook Farm

Brenda AheanvProgress
Cows at Meadowbrook Farm will benefit from the State Department
of Agriculture's gift to improve facilities and buy equipment.

See Installation/Page A7

Agriculture gets
$200K grant

Eastern tops Western for first time since '95

BYDPOTACKETT

Assistant news editor
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(Above) Eastern quarterback Jon Denton, center,
gives a high-five to defensive back Shawn Gallant
as wide receiver Brian Brenneman hugs Denton
after the Colonels beat the Hilrtoppers 27-16
Saturday. It was the Colonels first win in Bowling
Green since '92. This was a really big win for us,"
said Eastern coach Roy Kidd. (Right) Eastern tailback Corey Crume rushed for a team-high 133
yards on 16 carries and two touchdowns. He also
threw for another. See stories. Page B6 or visit our
Web site, <www.progress.eku.edu>, for more
details, including a photo gallery from the game.

TODAY

Hi: 75
Low: 47
Conditions:
Mostly sunny
: 84. Partly cloudy
r: 85. Partly cloudy
: 88. Partly cloudy

►Reminder

In hall room changes end
2 p.m. tomorrow

► MWFweek
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Alarms save lives
with early warning
Murray fire raises
concern on campus
BY AIYSSA BBAMIAOE

__

News editor

Of Eastern's 16 residence
halls, only Walters, Case,
Sullivan and Burnam halls have
sprinkler systems in case of a
fire, said James Street, director
of facilities services.
A fatal fire Sept. 19 at Murray
State University occurred in a
hall without sprinkler systems.
Arson is suspected to be the
cause of the fire which left
Michael Minger, 19, dead.
Richmond Assistant Fire
Chief Danny Rutherford said
Eastern's fire alarm system will
keep students safe; sprinklers
are not necessary to save lives.
"If the sprinklers kick on it's
already bad," Rutherford said.

Photos by Brian Simms/PmjnMI

Accent
Activities
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Classifieds
Perspective
Police Beat
Sports
What's On Tap

See Agriculture/Page A7

► Dorm safety
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► Inside

Lisa Johnson, a 23-year-old
pre-veterinary major from
Danville, spends every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday cutting
and baling hay, feeding calves
and driving tractors.
No, she isn't employed by
Old McDonald, she is a student
worker at Meadowbrook Farm.
Thanks to the State
Department of Agriculture,
Johnson and others like her
have been able to better provide
for the animals while furthering
their education and getting
hands on experience.
Eastern's department of agriculture has received $200,000 to
develop and improve laboratory
teaching facilities, upgrade
farms and buy equipment
The grant was the third of its
kind awarded to the department
by the state legislature. Western

Kentucky University, Murray
State University and Morehead
State University also received
$200,000 each.
With the $200,000. the department plans to do some renovation
to the greenhouses located
behind Carter Building, pave
roads, renovate the beef facilities
at Meadowbrook Farm and install
a tile drainage system for the farm
land, said Mike Judge, director of
Eastern's division of farms.
The drainage system will be
built to channel water away from
the farmland, which is wet most
of the time, and make it more
productive, Judge said.
The feed lot renovations at
the
beef
facilities
at
Meadowbrook Farm are scheduled for completion in midOctober, Judge said.
Johnson said one of the

"Eastern has real good alarm
systems, and that's what's going
to save people.
"In my opinion, it's as safe as
you'll find anywhere," he added.
"You have up-to-date alarms and
good evacuation plans."
Those alarms are located in
every residence hall.
Every rental property on campus has an individual alarm wired
into the electrical system so that
no one has to worry about changing batteries. Street said.
Some residence halls have a
system that will dial public safety
directly if an alarm goes off anywhere in the building. Public safety then calls the dispatch office to
alert the fire department.
Case and Palmer halls have a
type of alarm that reports on the
main panel, located in the lobby,
the exact room where the alarm
See Alarms/Page A6

Petition questions safety of social security numbers
BY AIYSSA BRAMLAGE

News editor

Paul Headley. a 25-year-old police administration student living in Brockton, received a written reprimand for violating open house rules.
It concerned him not only because he normally doesn't break rules, but because it simply had too much information.
The reprimand contained not only his
name and social security number, but also
those of the other two people with whom he
was written up.
Headley became concerned because those
other two people now had his social security
number.
"I just didn't feel comfortable with the university distributing my social security number," Headley said.
That's something I first questioned since I
filled out my first ID form," he added. "I don't
want to be flashing that (his social security
number) to everyone at the football game."
He is concerned about how safe it is for

I

people to know his social security number and
has started a petition to change the number
on the student identification card to a discreet
number specific to Eastern.
Several schools, including Duke University,
have changed students' identification numbers
at their request from their social security number to a random number, Headley said.
When Headley started thinking about
whether his social security number should be
on his ID, he talked to his friends.
"I started asking around and everyone I
talked to said, 'I wondered about that,"" he said.
He heard stories from students of teachers
who ask for social security numbers on
quizzes and tests which need to be passed up
the rows for several students to see, he said.
Headley asked fraternities, sororities and
Student Association to help with his petition
drive. Right now. he says he has about 300 signatures that he and a friend gathered in a couple of days.
He has gone door-to-door in Brockton and

stood in front of Moore Building before
class to ask people to sign.
"I don't want it to be force-fed," he
said. "I want this to be strictly voluntary
because students are genuinely concerned for their safety."
A person who has access to your social
security number can gain access to your
credit card accounts, bank accounts. Colonel
Connection account and many other
things, Headley said.
Under the Buckley
Amendment, Headley said
the university is required
to ask a student's permission before giving out
information like his or
her social security
number.
"I'm not looking
for fame and glory,"
he said. "I just want
to protect the interest of students."

Paul Headley has
gathered approximately 300 signatures asking fcr social security
numbers to be taken off
school IDs.
Oon Knight/Progress
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The Eastern Progress

Jamie Neal, editor

NET WORTH?
Students should voice opinions to Student Association on technology fee

What a $50 per
sontostof technology
fee will buy

Speak now or forever hold
your peace.
Student Association was
suppose to vote Tuesday on a proposal to add a $50 technology fee
to tuition costs every semester.
But because of vacancy elections,
the proposal won't be considered
until the association meets again,
which will probably be next
Tuesday.
That gives students who didn't
offer their opinions on the fee time
to do so. And the time is now to let
SA know what you think, not later
when the vote doesn't go your way.
Student Rights Chair for SA
Chris Rice said no efforts other
than a letter to The Progress have
been made to ask for input on die
fee. Many students might not
know about it until it shows up on
their tuition bills.
It's hard to imagine that anyone
on a college campus isn't using a
computer and because of that
many students won't think twice

■ 100 new computers
■ • new computer lab wHh 24-hour,
•even-day a week access tor new
computers
i upgraded to aHow
tor audto and video capabWHs
■ 22 to 25 new student employees hired
to work In the computer late
■ two existing labs upgraded every year
■ $100,000 set aside each year tor projects that student association.
Residence Han Association and other
organizations decide are needed.
■ Maintenance of new and existing computer equipment.
Source SludantAaaodalton

about the fee. But others, maybe
some commuters or students who
have their own computers, will feel
they are paying for a
service they don't
want or need.
The university
must continue to
move forward in
technology for the
benefit of its students, and this
$50 fee does
sound like tile
way to fill that
expensive need.
But students may
not all agree that
paying

per semester, especially for
BMiBlSl
students
who don't use the service, is the
way to do it
Rice said he has only heard
from about 20 students on the

matter and the response was
about half in favor and half
against Student Association is for
the students, but
if the students
don't let the
association
know what they
want then the
association has
to go with the
response it does
get The
squeaky wheel
gets the oil.
"If the students feel this is
something they
wmi^m don't need," Rice
■^r
said, Tm not
^r going to push it on
■■■■^ them. We're here for
the students."
All aspects of the possible fee
— what exactly the money would
go for, the exact amount of the fee
and how much say students would

have in how it was spent — are
open to discussion.
Rice said the students he has
talked with had questions about
these issues and so does SA. He
said he will meet with James
Keith, director of academic computing and telecommunications, to
get the answers to these questions. One of the outstanding
questions. Rice said, is if the fee
will remain $50 per semester after
the large starting costs of items,
like new computers, are paid for.
So spread the word. Students
have a chance to make a choice
and have input about how and if
they want their money spent If SA
approves the proposal, it is sent to
the Student Council of Affairs. If it
approves the proposal. Eastern's
decision-making board — the
Board of Regents — votes on it
One way or another, if students
don't speak their peace now, after
the decision is made, all there will
be left to do is complain.

► Campus Comments
THE ISSUE

Student Association proposed new legislation last
Tuesday for a technology fee
for students.
The fee will be $50 and
include new computers, a new
lab, Internet capabilities, new
student employees for the labs,
upgrading of current computers
and other projects.
The fee would be added to
students' tuition.
Student Association is scheduled to vote on the proposal at
their next meeting.
Here are some of the opinions expressed by students.

JOSH DUERS0N

Yeah, I think it's a
good ides. By the
time we get out of
school, computers
are gonna be necessary for anything.
Hometown!

.be
the
JtionrWe
have to pay
for enough as
it is.

Lexington
Major:
Preoccupational
therapy
: Sophomore

Letcher Co.
Major:
Psychology
Year: Senior

yy

Hometown:
Berea
Major:
Construction
technology
: Freshman

DRAWING
BLl • ii
Eastern lost game, beat UK at
something more significant
he football
teams at Eastern
and the
University of Kentucky
may have done battle
on the football field
Sept. 12, but a more
important contest took
place Sept. 8 and 9.
A blood drive was
held between the two
schools, aptly named
"Battle for the Blood."
And although the
Colonels won with 415 donors
to the Wildcats 198, the real winner
was The Central Kentucky Blood
Center (CKBC).
The drive was sponsored by
CenterBoard, Intrafraternity
Council, Panhellenic Council,
Residence Hall Association and
Kappa Delta Tau service sorority.
CKBC said that of the 415 people
at Eastern, 352 were able to donate
their blood.
Because blood can be broken
down into three parts — red blood
cells, plasma and platelets — 1,056
people can be
helped.
That's a lot
of lives that
have been
improved
thanks to
the two
schools'
generosity.
One person
.who donated

V

sucks.
should De
included in
the tuition.

charge because
some people
can barely
afford to come
to school. I
don't think it's--right

yy
Progress
Cold Springs
Major:
Fire and safety
Hear Sophomore

Y^The Eastern

117 Donovan Annex. Eastern Kentucky University. Richmond. Ky. 40475

6lood Type:

Jamie Neal | Editor
Brian Simms | Managing editor
Gwenda Bond | Copy editor
James Carroll | staff artist

affected three others'
lives. Who knows,
your blood might
have saved someone's
life.
But you can do
more than donate
blood.
There are more
than 50,000 people on
the national waiting list
for organ donation.
Every year, an estimated
3,000 people die while waiting for
organs or tissues — seven to nine
each day.
According to the Kentucky
Organ Donation Affiliates, one
donor can help nearly 200 people,
yet people fail to fill out an organ
donation card or sign the back of
their drivers' license. To donate
organs you must fill out the card,
have two witnesses sign it and talk
with your family to avoid them stopping the harvesting of your organs.
So, there is much you can do to
help those who are in need around
you.
Donating blood can
help three, and
choosing to
, donate your
organs can
ihelp
almost
'200.
They
are the real
winners, not the
schools.

The Eastern Progress (ISSN 1081-8324) is a member of the Associated
Collegiate Press, Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association and College
Newspaper Business & Advertising Managers. Inc. The Progress is published
every Thursday during the school year, with the exception of vacation and
examination periods. Any false or misleading advertising should be reported
to Adviser/General Manager, Dr. Elizabeth Fraas.
Opinions expressed herein are those of student editors or other signed writers and do not necessarily represent the views of the university. Student editors also decide the news and informational content.

► To Our Readers
The Eastern Progress
encourages readers to write letters to the editor on topics of
interest to the university community.
Letters should be typed, double-spaced and limited to 250
words.
If a letter has excessive
spelling, grammar and punctuation errors, the editor reserves
the right to urge the writer to
make revisions.
Unsigned letters, carbon
copies, photocopies and letters
with illegible signaturc-s will not
be accepted.
The Progress reserves the
right not to publish letters that
are judged to be libelous or in
poor taste.

*.

i

Letters should be addressed
to the newspaper and should contain the writer's signature,
address and phone number.
Letters for publication will be
veriGed. The Progress also gives
its readers an opportunity to
voice more detailed opinions in a
column called "Your Turn."
Those interested in writing for
this column should contact the
editor prior to submitting the
article.
Letters and columns should
be mailed to The Eastern
Progress. 117 Donovan Annex.
Eastern Kentucky university,
Richmond. Ky. 40475.
Letters and columns may also
be submitted by e-mail at
progress@acs. eku.edu.
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Clinton testimony an insult to everyone

Don Knight/Progress
About a dozen students watched President Clinton's taped grand jury testimony on the big
screen television in the Powell lobby.

Somewhere, Bob Dole is shaking his head. And so are many
of us.
.
Over the past couple of months,
the president of the United States
has insulted us.
Bill Clinton has insulted our
intelligence. And he has shown us
his.
Probably the stupidest thing he
has done throughout this whole
Monica Lewinsky ordeal was choosing to videotape his testimony to ,
Ken Starr's grand jury.
Americans believe what they
see, not what they hear or read.
And when millions of us saw our
president rattled during his testimc >
ny, we knew that he had lied.
He has lied to us ever since the
story broke.
Twenty years from now
Americans will have three vivid
memories when it comes to this
scandaL
They will recall the president
denying — with a shaking fist
behind the podium — that he had

Posing as rapist, having tattoo
coincidence, not stereotype
Journalists lead secret double
lives — even Clark Kent was
able to keep his alter ego,
superman, a secret from Lois
Lane and all of Metropolis.
When Clark Kent took off his
spectacles and put on his superhero attire, he was transformed
into a whole new man.
So, with no hesitations, I will
take off my glasses too.
I admit, I am the rapist — not a
rapist, but the rapist.
Let me explain. Late one
Tuesday night while pondering on
the design of the Sports section for
the Progress, I was asked if I would
Don Knight/Progress
like to pose for a photo illustration.
At first I declined, although after
everyone else in the office declined
A tattooed Shane Walters posed for an Accent page to illustrate rape
too the question once again came
back to me.
back, it was a total surprise to most
nently placed on his body. To top
In a desperate last minute
of the staff on the Progress and to a off the whole ordeal, a fellow
attempt to illustrate the Sept. 3
few of our readers too.
Eastern student e-mailed the
Accent section of the Progress, I
Progress complaining that our use
When I was 18, just as most
was asked to pose for a
of a male subject with a tattoo on
teenagers, I thought I was on
still life rape scene with a
his back was in bad taste for the
top of die world. I didn't have
female companion.
rape scene photo illustration.
a care in my head. I was basiWith no objections, I
cally, in my mind, a bad ass.
All I can say about that is simply,
agreed to be a false
So, with that frame of mind,
ever so simply, so what
rapist for the good of the
the summer before I enrolled
I was the only person willing to
Accent page.
as a student at Eastern I took
pose for the photo. No one else in
After finding a suit$150 and purchased a southe office was willing to take off
able place for the event,
venir for my frame of mind at
their shirt Only a few fellow staff
our photo editor asked if
the moment
members knew of my tattoo, so it
I had any objection to
I got the only thing I knew wasn't as if I was picked just
taking my off my shirt in SHANE WALTERS which would represent my
because I had a tattoo.
My Turn
order to add a sense of
last days as a teenager, a tatEven though I got my tattoo in a
realness to the photo.
too.
rage of teenage fury, honestly, I
I'm a happy-go-lucky Shane Walters
I thought I was being cool
wouldn't feel like myself if my back
kind of guy, so I took off is a sophomore by breaking the norm,
was free of its art I find my tattoo
my shirt and posed as
although I was simply followjournalism
to be a representation of my feelthe rapist in the photo
ing
the
leader.
ings before entering the realm of
illustration — notice the major from Mt.
Everyone and their brothcollege life.
Sterling and
word illustration.
er's sister's neighbor has a
Tattoos are everywhere on
After the false rape
sports editor
tattoo in today's society.
everyone.
enactment was a piece
What's
the
big
deal?
for the
If you don't know at least one
of the past, it really never Progress.
When the issue with the
individual who has a tattoo, then
dawned on me that my
photo illustration came out
you may need to get out of your
unseen secret would
everyone I knew who didn't
dorm room more often.
cause such an uproar.
know about my tattoo was simply
So, with my glasses off, and my
Since I took off my shirt for the
flabbergasted.
cape flowing through the air, I've
photo illustration, my tattoo was visIt was if I had told them I had
revealed my secret
ible in the photo which was used
some type of disease.
I'm not a rapist and I'm not
for the Accent page.
Everyone who spoke about my
Although those of close relation
tattoo couldn't believe a guy like me Superman, but I'm a journalist with
to me know I have a tattoo on my
would have such a thing permaa tattoo.

Web site and learn to avoid common pitfalls that many do on their
first try.
The first rule of thumb is that
you should have something to say. A page that
" have been creating
contains your name, eWeb pages for more
mail address and major
. than three years now. I
are not a reason to put
have seen many examples
up a Web page.
of good pages.
It is a start, but it
I have even seen some
does not serve a specific
that would be considered
purpose and is a waste of
works of art
space.
Then there are the
Now, if you put up a
page that gives your
pages that do not fit into
LISA MOORE
name, e-mail, major and
either of these categories
TECHNOLOGY
a list of links that any— ones that have probone interested in your
lems for one reason or
Lisa Moore,
major might glance at it
another.
Berea, is
is much better.
The purpose of this
coordinator for
People usually create
article is to let you know
ResNet at
a Web page to promote
how to go about
a cause, give out inforcreating a good Web page. Eastern and a
Cation about a specific
You may be saying to
graduate
pic or
yourself right now, why do student
let their family and
I need a Web page?
friends keep up to date
Well, some reasons
about them.
include: to tell the world
Secondly, plan the way the
about you or your hobby; to post
page will look.
homework assignments; to post
I like to do this by drawing out
an online resume; to enhance
written communication skills; to
a page on a piece of paper.
That way I can figurej:>ut
network globally with others; and
where I am going to put pictures
to learn and fine tune valuable
and wrap text and add links to
skills that can be used when you
other pages.
graduate,
It is also a good time to think
just to name a few.
I he first step in creating a Web about how big your text win be,
where you will put headings and
page is to plan what your page is
how big they will be, if you are
going to be.
going to use colored text, etc.
By answering the following
You do not want to plan a page
questions you will create a better

I;

.'

with a red background
with yellow headings!
Making this drawing in color
will help you catch things that
might annoy the surfers who will
see your page.
Thirdly, you should think
about the graphics you are going
to use.
Do you have a picture you
would like to add to your page? If so, be sure you keep the size of
the file small.
Also keep in mind the color of
the image and be sure it does not
clash with the other colors you
are using on the page.
Fourth, your writing should be
grammatically tight and correct
Proofread your page, have a
friend proofread it and proofread
it again yourself.
This page will say something
about you and the content you
present so you want it to look
good.
This is only a short list of what
you can do to get started creating
your Web page.
One of the best things you can
do, after you go through this planning, is to take your drawings and
plans to a computer and surf the
Web yourself. This will let you see
what you like and what you want
to avoid. It wilj also give you a
wealth of ideas that you may want
to try yourself.
A good Web page to start this
surfing on is The 100 Best Web
Sites'at
<http://www.zdnet.com/pcmag/
special/web 100/>.

chief has obviously been tarnished.
And what gets me even more is
the fact that he says he will take lull
responsibility for his actions, but he
continues to fight with prosecutors
on what is the definition of a sexual
relationship.
To me, if you allow a person to get
you sexually aroused and perform
oral sex, that is a sexual relationship.
But Clinton may get off with just
a slap on the wrist because of all
this fighting about what is a sexual
relationship.
I feel that he should have done
the honorable thing and resigned
before the tape was released.
So where does that leave us?
We obviously can't trust this man
anymore, so should ne still be our
leader? And what about Hillary and
Chelsea?
And then there is Monica. I
guess her future includes book
deals and cigar endorsements.

BRIAN SIMMS
What Have You

Brian Simms is
a senior journalism major
from Louisville
and managing
editor for the
Progress

► How to roach us

► Letters
Facilities Services should
spend "rainy day fund" on
sprinkler systems
Now that Facilities Services
Director James Street has said it
will cost half a million dollars to
install sprinkler systems in all the
dorms on campus, we have now
found a perfect way to spend
some of the millions in Eastern's
"rainy day fund" we can all agree
on — safety.
If Eastern's dorms are not up
to current fire codes, it should be
a priority for the administration to
upgrade them before a tragedy
like at Murray State occurs.
Julie Clay
Alumnus
Danville, KY 40422
Cloning does not extend or
replace a person's life
I would like to see a new law in
place requiring the immediate
cloning of anyone who makes the
mistake that Jamie Neal made in
her recent uninformed attack on
human cloning.
This would be the clearest
demonstration available to them
that cloning does not EXTEND or
REPLACE a given person's life,
but rather creates a completely
NEW and DISTINCT individual.
For example, if I were to clone
Ms. Neal from a single somatic

cell, nine months (no premature
babies here) would pass before little Neal 2 could even be considered fuuy formed. Neal 2 would
not have any of Ms. Neal's memo
ties or life experiences. Neal 2
would grow up under a completely
different set of circumstances than
Neal 1, so different that by the
time Neal 2 reached the age that
Neal 1 is at now, Neal 2 would be
completely unrecognizable as coming from Neal 1.
Yes. Neal 2 may have a strong
resemblance to Neal 1, but do you
think a twentysomething Neal 2 is
going to want to look anything like
someone old enough to be her
mother (and who, in a manner of
speaking, IS her mother) did at
that age? And, despite the continuing insistence of the biologically
uninformed to the contrary, the
role of the environment in Neal 2's
formation could not be ignored.
Neal 2 would grow up in the 2000s
and 2010s. while Neal 1 grew up in
the 1980s and 1990s.
This would lead to Neal 2 developing into a person who thinks and
acts very differently from Neal 1,
both in positive ways, such as
being more up on her scientific
facts before forming opinions on
scientific issues, and in negative
ways as well, such as being too
jaded and cynical to give a damn
about the issue in the first place.
Jason A Cormier
(jrad Student
Biology

Phone: (606) 622-1881
E-Mail: progress Oacs eku edu
Fax: (606) 622-2354
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Correction
A story about Democratic
candidates appearing at
"Coffee with the Candidatesheld by the EKU Democrats,
incorrectly identified Rep.
Scotty Baesler's party. Baesler
» a Democrat from Lexington
and represents the 6th
Congressional District

Have yoo tried the best
sob sandwich in Richmond^
If not come to the

COLONEL CORNER DELI
Featuring

Creating personal Web page
requires purpose, planning
This is the first in a series of
columns that will explore different
aspects of technology and how they
can be used through Eastern's
computing services.

an inappropriate relationship with
Lewinsky.
They will also recall his address
to the nation retracting that statement and admitting an inappropriate relationship, but no apology.
And finally, they will remember
Clinton sweating out the grand jury.
In that grand jury testimony, it
was disturbing to see the man who
we have chosen to lead our nation
become shaken and visibly angry.
Anyone who sees the testimony,
can obvously tell the man is lying.
But there will be those out there
who believe our leader — they also
think OJ. Simpson is innocent
This is the man who we chose to
lead the free world, and he has
abused that power.
I'm okay with the fact that he
had the relationship. That's his personal life. But when he lies about it,
that's where I have a problem.
How does our leader expect us to
believe him after all this?
His reputation as commander-in-

and fried abrtendh^63
Located at the edge of campus

I (next to Electric Beach)
TELFORDYMCA

TELFORDYMCA

TELFORDYMCA

zzzzz
TELFORDYMCA

TELFORDYMCA

TELF0RD YMCA
• Indoor Pool
• New SPA
• Indoor Track
• Two Gymnasiums
• Two Racquetball Courts
• Two Fitness Rooms
• Free Weights
• Aerobic Classes - FREE
• Water Exercise - FREE
• Body Composition Test FREE!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Saunas & Steam
Gymnastic Classes
Karate Class
Kickboxmg Class
Massage Therapy
Babysitting - FREE
Full Time Day Care
Nutritionist
Certified Personal Trainer

Student Rates are Great!
A YMCA Membership can do
WONDERS for your Heart.
1100 E. Main Street 623-9356
VOWA QdOdHBl
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► Progress Classifieds
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HELP WANTED...

► News Briefs

Help! I need somabody. Madison
Garden.
Compiled by Dena Tackett

Applications must be returned by
Sept 29.

Eastern student dies
in car crash Sept. 15

Applications for
English Honorary

Rachel Davis, an 18-year-old
Eastern student from Knox
County, died Sept. 15 in a twovehicle accident near Trosper.
The accident occurred at 12:20
p.m. on Ky. 225 when the front
left of Davis' car was hit by Debra
Bays. 25.
Neither driver was wearing a
seat belt. Davis was the daughter
of Jesse and Trisha Davis of
Artmus.

All students with a 3.0 GPA in
English and an overall GPA of 2.5
are eligible for an English
Honorary. Students can apply
online, print out an application at
<www.enfilish.eku.edu/sigmatau>
or contact Melanie at 622-5505 or
<stuhurlm>.

Graduate finishes in
top five at Miss
America Pageant

To reserve a spot for a
reunion, fund-raising event or tailgate party at the Colonel Country
Fair during Homecoming from 10
a.m. to noon Oct. 17 in Alumni
Coliseum lot, call 622-1260.

Country Fair booths
still available

Chera-Lyn Cook finished in
the top five at the Miss America
Pageant.
Cook received her bachelor's
of science in psychology and is
now persuing her master's
degree here at Eastern.

FBI Agent scholarship
open to police students
An FBI Agent scholarship
worth $1,250 is open to police
studies students with 60 or more
hours who intend to make a
career in law enforcement. The
WAB. Scholarship worth $500 is
open to police studies majors who
ri'side in or plan a career in law
enforcement in eastern Kentucky.
The Bobby Allen McCoun Jr.
Scholarship worth $500 is available for applicants enrolled in
graduate school and employed
full-time by a law enforcement
agency. For applications, call 6226265 or visit Stratton Room 467.

Senior portrait
schedule announced
Senior portraits for the 1999 edition of the Milestone will be taken
from 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. and 2- 7 p.m.
September 21-25 in Conference
Room F of Powell Building.
Students may schedule portraits in
advance by calling 622-1593. There
will be a $5 sitting fee and portrait
packages will be available.

Library extends
borrowing privileges

EKU FOOTBALL TEAM is looking for
a manager. Contact Janat Murphy
2146.
Drivers wanted. Must ba 18. have
own car * insurance Apply ri person at
Apolo's Pizza, 228 S 2nd Street

President Robert Kustra has NOW INTERVIEWING for fsdaral
approved the extension of library . contract work. Wal above rninimum
privileges to high school stu- wage. ftexWe schedules. If you have 2
dents, age 16 or older, who are or more years of college or military
children of employees or are experience, we may have a poasbn for
enrolled at Model Laboratory you. Anyone interested can cat 606School. These students must 27&6199, ask for Jennfer or Shad. We
have signed permission slips also have positions available which
doni require colege or matary.
from their parent or guardian and
are eligible for borrowing privileges as Eastern Libraries Non- $1250 FUNDRAISER! Credit Card
fundraiser for student organizations.
University Borrowers as of Oct. 1. Ybuve seen other groups dong «, now

Truman Scholarship
available for juniors
The Harry S. Truman
Scholarship is available for fulltime juniors in the upper quarter
of the class and are committed
to a career in public service.
Applicants must also be United
States citizens or nationals,
Americans living abroad, and be
pursuing a bachelor's degree.
The up to $3,000 scholarship
was founded in 1975 as a memorial to President Truman, and
75-80 of these scholarships will
be awarded in a nationwide competition.
Application packets can be
picked up in Roark Room 105
until Oct. 23. The deadline for
completed applications is Dec. 2.

rs your turn. One week rs al K takes.
NO gjmrnicto. NO treks, NO cttgafan.
Cal lor information today. 1-800-9320528 x 65. wwwccmconcepts com

Now acceptIng applies* ions for aN
poeMtone. Apply in person. Madison
Garden.

FOR SALE..
8« Mustang IX, 4 cyl. convertible.
Mack. Sony stereo, $2500 obo. See at
Price Lass Grocery.

MISCELLANEOUS...
SEIZED CARS tram Sim Porsches,
Cadiacs, Chevys, BMW's, Corvettee.

Abo Jeeps. 4 WD's. Your Area. Tol
Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-7077 for
current bongs

Better Business Bureaus tor outataraing ethics in the maiketoiacel spring
breakfravaLoom 1-«00€78-6386

FREE RECHARGEABLE PHONE
CARDS! Only 19cAninute naftonwrte'
Great international rates! Sand SASE.
Steven Whitehurst. P.O. Box 1094.
Dept EP, Dolon. L 60419

Early Spring Break Specials!
Bahamas Party Cruise! 6 Days $279!
hdudes Most Meats! A*»esome Beaches. reghtSel Departs from Florida! 1998
BBB
Award
Winner!
sprrigtxeaMraveLcom 1 -80O67B-6386

OOVT FORECLOSED homes from
penriee on $1. DeSnquenl Tax. Rape's.
REG'S. Your Area. Tol Free (1) 800218-9000 Ext H-7077 tor current eatings

SlOOO'a Weakly!! Stuff envelopes at
home tor (2 each plus bonuses. Worts
F/T or P/T. Make $800+ weakly, guaranteed! Free suppfae. No experience
necessary. For detaes, send one stamp
to: N-90, 12021 Wibhire Blvd., Suite
552, Los Angelas, CA 90025

TRAVEL..
Adventures In France for faculty
(active or retired), June 14-27, 1999.
Nee, Provence, Pahs. >vith side Spa to
Monaco, Roman sites, Givemy,
FontaineWeau, Loire Valley castles,
much more. Excellent accommoda
tons (three star hotels—on the beach,
in Nice—air-conditioned motorcoach.
porterage). Rates for single or double
occupancy. EKU French professor as
cultural guide. For details: Dorothy
Carter. Dept. of Foreign Languages,
phone* 622-1002, fax# 606-335-9493,
emai fbcane@acs.eku.edu
Spring Break Travel was 1 of 6 srr-J
in the US recognized by

•ALL'S
INCORPORATED
America*! largest supplier of
public safely equipment has immediate
openings for part-time positions:

Compiled by Andrea DeCamp

The following reports have
been filed with Eastern's division of public safety.

Joshua Kesz, 20, Richmond, was
arrested and charged with possession of drug paraphernalia.

Hall, reported that personal items
had been stolen from her room
while it was unlocked.

Sept 17
Brian A. Greene, 20. Martin
Hall, was arrested and charged
with driving under the influence
of alcohol.

Joshua Rickles, 20. Keene Hall,
was cited and released for possession of marijuana.

Cameron R. Washington, 18,
Case Hall, reported that personal items had been stolen
from her room while it was
unlocked.

Bobby Clayborn. Keene Hall.
reported the smell of burning
marijuana in Keene Hall.

Sept. 16
Charles E. Kavanaugh, 47.
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication.
Kavanaugh was also charged with
contempt of court by violating a
protective court order.

Joshua Chrusciel. 22, Keene
Hall, reported that the rear wheel
of his bicycle was stolen while
chained on the west side of
Keene Hall.

Evonne Carter, 20, Georgetown,
was arrested and charged with
failure to produce insurance after
being involved in an auto accident.

Joshua Tudor. Keene Hall,
reported that someone threw a
glass bottle from the window of
Keene Hall.
Sept. 13
Simplex Fire Alarm System
reported an alarm at the Begley
Building. The cause is still
unknown.

Judy M. Handshoe. 21.
Richmond, was arrested and
served with a warrant issued by
the Floyd County district court
for second degree forgery and
theft by unlawful taking.

Sept. 12
Kristi Petree. 20. Dupree Hall,
reported that her vehicle was
damaged while parked in the
Commonwealth Lot.

Lance A. Barnett, 19. was
arrested and charged with contempt of court by violating an
emergency protective order.

Ryan L. Watkins. 28. Martin
Hall, was arrested and charged
with disorderly conduit.

Sept 15
Simplex Fire Alarm System
reported a fire alarm at Palmer
Hall. A smoke detector malfunctioned, causing the alarm.

Brian M. Anderson, 20,
Brockton, was arrested and
charged with possession of marijuana.

Scotty Ham. 20, reported that
his license plate was stolen from
his car while it was parked at the
I Alumni Coliseum.

Sept. 11
Elizabeth C. Rogers. 17. Case

$5 OFF!

Your Next
| Payday Advance
Some 'estnctiorts
apply. $100 minimum
I transaction One per
visit with coupon onry.
I Expires 11/30/98.

|
|
|
|
i
j

fc—_________j
Univtfiity Shopping Csntsr
Ntn Social Stcunty Ofllct

623-1199

There's nothing black and white
about Softcolor eves.

Melissa Rose, McKee. reported
a grass fire at Combs Building.
Jim Harman. Palmer Hall,
reported a fire alarm at Palmer
Hall. It was determined that a cigarette had activated the alarm.
James C. Bentley, 20, was
arrested and charged with alcohol intoxication.
Dustin W. Newlin. 21, Irvine,
reported that his vehicle had
been stolen from South Second
Street while parked unlocked
with the keys inside.
Thomas I.. Hart, 18, Finchville,
was arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication.

Early SpacWal Panama Otyi Room
wth Kifchen $129! Includes 7 Free Parties! Daytona $1491 New Hotspot South Beach $1291 Cocoa Beach
$1491 spririgbreaktraval.com 1-800
678-6386
SPfuNG BREAK PLAN NOW! Can
cun, Jamaica, & Mazatlan, Early bird
savings unB Oct. 31st. America's best
pnees & packages. Campus sales reps
wanted Earn free trips + cash. 1-800
SURFS-UP www.studentexpress.com
Cancun, Florida, Jamaica, South
Padre, Bahamas, Etc.. Best Hotels,
Parties, Prices. Book Early and Save!!
Earn Money + Tripe! Campus Reps /
Organizations Wanted. Call Her-Campus Programs 1 -800-327-6013

www.icpt.com
SPRING BREAK 99! Cancun ' Nassau " Jamaca ' Mazatlan * Acapufco *
Bahamas Cruise * Florida * South
Padre Travel Free and make tots of
Cash! Top reps are offered tul-lime staff
jobs. Lowest price Guaranteed. Call
now for details! www.dasstravel.oom
8004384411

BIRTHDAYS...
Happy 21at Birthday Brian Chenaut!
Love, Tasha

2 evening; shifts available:

► Police Beat

Early Opectofl Cancun a JawsM 7
Ngrte Ar 4 Hotel from $3991 Induces
Free Food. Drinks, Parties! 1998 Bettor
Business Bureau Award Winner!
gprrigbreat<lTaveLcom 1-80V67W386

Happy early Birthday Doug WhlsmeniLove.Kaly8.BBth

35+ hours/week

Monday 3pm - midnight
Tuesday - Friday 5 pm - midnight
OR
20+ hours/week

Monday-Friday 8pm - midnight
Starting salary: $7/hr.
Increases based on performance, medical, dental, 40t(k), tuition
reimbursement up to $500/year.
Apply today at Gall's Corporate Headquarters located at 2680
Palumbo Drive, Lexington. Applications arc accepted M-P, 8-5.
For more Information about our company, visit our web site at
-galliinc.com.

GALL'S INC.
An ARAMARK Comn.WY

I OI I mployci Ml l> \

Be the first to come down to
fint gear and answer the
question cSorrectly.
located an the comtf of Bnl and Mam

On the T. V. show, 'King of the
Hill" Luann's momma stabbed
Luann's poppa with what?
Last week's answer One
continuous groove on a record
Last week's winner J.D. Rose
(One win per customer, per semester.)

BEFORE YOU GO PLACES,
GO HERE.

Savings
up to $25
NOW!

Charles
B.
Briley. 20,
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication
and 2nd degree criminal possession of a forged operator's
license.
Sept 10
Walter E. Hardin, 18. was
arrested and charged with disregarding a stop sign, possession
of marijuana, and driving under
the influence of an intoxicating
drug.

Monday
Night
Football
Specials
8 p.m. - Midnight

son
152 Madison Ave. 623-9720

WANTED:
2 DIETING MEN
Enhance the beautv ofvour
light eves natur?llv!
In J,|II.I. evergreen oi MWIHUI Softiuton soli contact knsei

Get a FREE trial pair of Softcolors at:
Drs. Coleman & Lisle
523 Leighway Drive

623-6812

Saturday & Evening Hours Available

„ „ „

Softcolors

Bring this certificate to your participating eye care professional
for your FREE trial pair of Softcolors soft contact lenses.
Offer for first-time Focus or NewVues wearers on Urn*, one free tnal par and one
tree trial per person Eye examination and fitbng lees not inducted
o—_»■»■
i»<_»i—
_._»._r-»»_i»__—__»___._»__ «■
»■a 0B»«— mm *' VW Sea

SSM

•*•> g

mssmmm
^

Would you be
interested in starting
and sharing your
weight loss
experience with
Progress readers?
Join Rita Fox and
another dieting
female as we track
our progress over
the next six weeks.

Visit with Our Class Ring Representatives
September 28th - 29th - 30th

_.

10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

[^i

UNIVEBSTTY BOOK & SUPPLY
■JCCBBBI

■j-Vrhe Eastern

Proere§§
117 Donovan Annex
622-1881

TEXTBOOKS • TEACHING AIDS • ART SUPPLIES
EKU & ,'cS'cU. • CLOTHING • STUDY NOTES
■14-0220

TOURPTRgrSTOPl^RliXUQIFISfcSPORlVWKAR
1090 LANCASTER ROAD

T
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Jackson wants 'a call to action

Kelly's
Fruit Market & Deli

Reverend speaks out about
Appalachian workers' rights
marshal's capacity code.
In front of the enthusiastic
Jackson spoke about bask
BEREA — The Rev. Jesse crowd,
human rights such as houses for
Jackson gave the audience in Berea the homeless and keeping
College's Phelps Stokes Chapel "a Appalachian people out of poverty.
call to action" on issues such as
"Whoever you are hunger
fighting black lung disease, social hurts." Jackson said. "Most poor
security and welfare.
people are not on welfare, they
Then he took the first action.
work."
With
his
Jackson continbooming voice, "You have the
uously brought
Jackson ordered
rambunctious
all people who
power to make the
crowd to its feet
weren't regishis booming
America better. with
tered to vote to
proclamations
stand up and walk
about fighting
Turn pain to
to the front. At
black lung disfirst only about a
power.
ease
in
dozen of the audithe Rev. Kentucky's
ence members
Jesse Jackson mines. Jackson
strayed to the
had the crowd
front of the
jy
chanting
his
church.
name and yelling
But to the cadence clapping of "amen" throughout the speech in
the crowd, with his persuasion and which the liberal leader said all
wit, Jackson hired about 100 people humans have to fight for their basic
to the front of the unair-conditioned rights.
church.
Jackson's tour of West Virginia,
Then he proved that action Kentucky and Ohio will end Sept
speaks louder than words.
27 in Nelsonville, Ohio, with a
Pointing to the back of the march and rally.
His "Leave No One Behind"
church, Jackson told the crowd that
he had voter registration cards and tour is co-sponsored by the AFLpeople to sign up the unregistered CIO and the United Mine Workers.
voters. He told all the people who He is touring with Willie Nelson,
came up to the altar t6 go to the the Rev. Jerry Fahvell and AFLCIO
President John Sweeney. His tour is
back and register to vote.
"You have the power to make to increase consciousness about
America better," Jackson shouted. problems and solutions for
Appalachia.
Turn pain to power."
Students of Berea College were
The former presidential candidate and founder/president of the enthusiastic after Jackson's speech.
"He opens everybody's minds,"
Rainbow/Push Coalition stopped in
Berea Monday as part of his nine- said Romea Trivus Crutcher, a
Berea freshman. "He makes us see
day bus tour of Appalachia.
The capacity crowd filled the it and realize if s a problem."
On the night after Clinton's
Phelps Stokes Chapel to listen to
what Jackson had to say. Several grand jury testimony was released
hundred people had to be turned to the media and put on every
away at the door because of the fire major network, Jackson urged the
BY DANIEL REINH ART

,x< Vegetarian Entrees
ft Veggie Sandwiches
ft Hot& Cold Sandwiches

Assistant sptorts editor

^Kentucky Collision Center
ASE
Certified

ft Garden Salads
V Fruit Salad

ft Homemade Desserts
Limited Delivery

624r2S73
4<&G Eastern Bypass

Main Street „,„„

Chevron
Btenda AhearrVProgress

The Rev. Jesse Jackson spoke to a packed house in Berea College's
Phelps Stokes Chapel Monday. He encouraged people to fight for their
entitlements, including social security, welfare and workers compensation.

crowd and media to turn its attention away from sex scandals and
toward the issues. But he did find
time to comment about the presidential controversy.
The once-democratic presidential candidate defended the president.
What Clinton did was wrong,
Jackson said. But Jackson went on
to say that putting the president on

TV is also wrong.
This brought the chanting and
clapping crowd to one of their
many standing ovations.
Although Jackson avoided the
question of running for president in
the 2000 campaign, he also didn't
rule the option out
"While they're out running the
race, I'm out setting the pace,"
Jackson said.

THE BOTANY BAY
rIBVip COMpANy
Check out oar new selection
Of speciality Tobaccos

l-CAR
Trained

SCOcr
At Your
"TCBY*" Treats Store ^
A 'TCBY*" Treats store is a new kind
of 'TCBY*" store with something
extra - not only the great •TCBY*"
frozen yogurt you already love, but
some new, very exciting frozen treats.
Like hand-dipped ice cream and frozen
yogurt in lots of mouth-watering
flavors. New TCBY*" Treats
stores - a treat to satisfy every taste.
Treat yourself today!

M

TCBVr-Jnsate
421 West Main Street
Richmond, KY 40475

Main Slreel Chevron

PORTER PIAZA

Full-Service Body Shop
• Free estimates

• Towing available
All Claims Welcome
626-0600
240 N. Keeneland Dr.

jSj (Behind IVnny's on the Bypass)

W

ll-7Mon-Sat

J»

623-HEMP <&
http:/Avww. legal tze-hem p.com

I
I
I
I

Buy 1 TCBY Treat &
Get the 2nd one for

I
Present this coupon before ordering. One order per coupon per visit
Customer must pay sale* tax Expires 10/24/96

www.progress.eku.edu

CHXJRCH: DIRECTORY

First Baptist Church 350 W.
Main at Lancaster Ave. 6234028 Worship Sun,. 8:30,11
a.m., 6:30p.m. Wed. 6:30
p.m. Sun School 9:40 a.m.
S.U.B.S. 8 p.m. at BSU
Center
Episcopal Church of Our
Saviour 2323 Lexington Rd
623-1226 Sun. 8:30 a.m., 11
a.m. Sun. School 9:30 a.m.

St. Thomas Lutheran
Church 1285 Barnes Mill
Rd.623-7254 Sun. School
9:30 a.m. Worship 10.45 a.m.
Westside Christian Church
Bennington Ct. across from
Arlington 623-0382 Sun.
School 9:45 a.m. Worship
10:45 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7
p.m. Transportation available.
First Presbyterian Church
(PCUSA) 330 W Main St.
623-5323 or 623-5329
Church School 10 a.m. Sun.
Worship 11 a.m. Wed.
Dinner 6 p.m. (no charge)
Call for transportation.
First United Methodist
Church 401 W. Main St.
623-3580 Worship 8:30 &
10:50 a.m. Sunday School
9:40 a.m. Wed. Night Live
5:30 p.m. Transportation
available.
Richmond House of Prayer
(Full Gospel Church) 330
Mule Shed Ln. 623-8922 or
624-9443 Sun. School 10
a.m. Worship 10:45 a.m., 6
p.m. Wed. 7 p.m.
Transportation available

Redhouse Baptist Church
2301 Redhouse Rd. 623-8471
or 624-1557 Sun. School 9:40
a.m. Sun. Worship 10:50
a.m., 7 p.m.

Big Hill Ave Christian 129
Big Hill Ave. 623-1592 Sun.
10:45 a.m.,6 p.m.
Church of Christ Goggins
Ln. (W. Side 1-75) Ride: 6242218 or 623-2515 Sun. 9:30,
10:20 a.m. & 6 p.m. Wed. 7
p.m. Bible Moment 624-2427
Richmond Church of
Christ 713 W Main St., 6238535 Sun. 9 & 10 a.m., 6
p.m., Wed. 7 p.m.; ride our
van. Colonels for Christ
meet 2nd & 4th Thurs. at
8:30 p.m. on 2rd floor of
Powell Building
Unitarian Universalist
Fellowship 209 St. George
St. 626-5055 Sunday Service
and Church School 10:45
a.m.

Eastside Bethel Baptist
1675 E. Main S*. 624-9646
Sun. Bible Study 9:45 a.m.
Sun. Worship 830 & 10:50
a.m. Wed. Small Group
Bible Study 6:30 p.m.
Services are interpreted for
the deaf and are handicapped accessible.
St. Stephen Newman
Center 405 University Drive
623-2989 Sun. Mass 5 p.m.,
Sunday Supper $1 6 p.m.,
Wed. 7 p.m. Inquiry classes
for becoming Catholic.
St. Thomas Lutheran
Church 1285 Barnes Mill
Rd.623-7254 Sun. School
9:30 a.m. Worship 10:45 a.m.

Rosedale Baptist Church
411 Westover Ave 623-1771
Sunday School 9 a.m.
Worship Sun. 10:15 a.m., 6
p.m. Wed. Prayer Service 7
p.m.

White Oak Pond
Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ)
1238 Barnes Mill Rd
623-6515 Sun.
Worship 10 a.m.
Coffee Fellowship
Sun. 11 a.m. Sun.
School 11:15 a.m.
Harvest Family
Fellowship 621 S.
Keeneland Dr. 6248620 Sun. School 9:45
a.m. Sun. Worship
10:45 Wed. Bible
Study 7 p.m., Sat.
Outpouring 6:10
p.m.

T
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Leaking steam pipe line
replaced near Keen Johnson Try our
NEW
Dishes
material until the early 1980s.
The removal of the asbestos
should not affect people walking
on campus or the underground
tunnel that runs from Keen
Johnson«to Powell Building. The
tunnel containing the pipes is
completely separate from that tunnel. Street said.
Disposal of the asbestos is a
very involved process, he added.
The whole procedure is done
in accordance with the EPA
(Environmental
Protection
Agency)," he said.
Facilities services first must
build a containment building
around the area.
Also, the workers who go in
the tunnel have to be monitored

BY AIYSSA BRAMLAGE

News editor

Work to replace a leaking steam
pipeline located in front of Keen
Johnson Building has created more
concern than releasing a little heat.
Facilities services has built a
wooden structure over the work
site in order to contain any
asbestos that might escape into
the air. said James Street, director
of facilities services.
. The insulation around the pipe
is asbestos," Street said. "On that
line the insulation will change."
All the other pipes in the runnel
with the steam pipe will remain
insulated in asbestos, which Street
said was a common insulation

■ SeathYoui

UsfUfet

•tMttCNtw*!

Enrol ii any Diet Center*
;0fc** >^w«»—'
wagttbss program betore
')U) fail fa Si OtJoter15i\andv«1o>«
you FREE reosfaton

to make sure they haven't inhaled
any asbestos and are not carrying
it out of the tunnel.

The insulation must be double
bagged, tagged and then send to
a special landfill that will accept
asbestos.
The cleanup of the asbestos was
finished by Tuesday, he said. After
welding and putting a concrete cap
on the tunnel, Street thinks the
project should be finished by the
beginning or middle of next week.
Most of the construction is
being handled by facilities services except for the welding which is
being done by Dasco Welding, a
Richmond company.
When the project is completed,
it will cost a total of $16,400.

(Program xetUmdpTduc*. I
mint* mttKlo*i*m)

START TODAY!

Diet®

son
i • ■ I i 1

J lit »»t*» I— ffft HI—<*.'
ueaigHMAM.
623-4400

152 Madison Ave. 623-9720

NEW & USED
COMPACT DISCS
T-SHIRTS & GIFTS

a4v?ce

► Residence Hall Association

Fifth annual Sleepout to raise
awareness about homelessness
Last year, the October event
had to be canceled because it was
too cold. Carrell said that is one of
the reasons it is being held earlier.
Once students enter the gate,
they will not be allowed to leave,
so RHA will offer students an
incentive to participate, like providing a free chili dinner and free
T-shirts.
The first 75 people to sign in at
the event and stay the entire night
will receive a free T-shirt, Graham
said.
There will also be a Best
Cardboard
House
contest.
Students are only allowed to bring
a sleeping bag, a pillow, cardboard
box and tape. The contest will be to
make the most unique house and
will be judged by RHA members.
"Last year, someone built a big
condominium." Carrell said.

BY DENA TACKETT

Assistant news editor
For those students who like to
stay up all night, the Residence
Hall Association is providing an
opportunity to do just that.
The fifth annual Sleepout for
the Homeless gives students a
chance to experience what some
homeless do — sleep out in a
cardboard box.
The event will begin at 10 p.m.
Friday at Eastern's track and continue until 6 a.m. Saturday.
"I think people need to be
more aware of the homeless situation," said Stephanie Carrell, programs chair for RHA.
The cost to enter the event is $2
or two canned goods. All proceeds
go to United Way and all canned
goods go to the Salvation Army,
said Tim Graham, RHA president.

is going off so all the fire department needs to do is go directly to
the room. Street said.
Facilities services is in a
phased replacement project that
replaces current alarm systems,
which just reports an alarm is
going off, with this type, he said.
Even with the alarm systems.
Street believes sprinklers add anoth-

er dimension of safety lo the dorms.
That is why he has budgeted
enough money, approximately
$350,000, to add a sprinkler system to Keene Hall in this fiscal
year which ends June 30, 199lJ.
He wants to budget Telford Hall
into next year's budget.
This money comes out of the
fund balance, he said.
Street last year estimated it
would cost $3,395 million to outfit

204 e. water street
downtown richmond

(you're smart enough to find us)

624-8962

The winning person or team
will receive a free Colonel's
Choice pizza.

"I am ready to stay up all night,
and I hope it's a big success,"
Carrell said.

boeause your eai*s got hungry too!!!

Upcoming events

■ Northside Area Council and
the Zeta Phi Beta sorority are
hosting a spaghetti dinner from 5
to 7 p.m., Wednesday in Walters
Hall. The cost is $2 per plate.
■ The date for the RHA Bridal
Show will be Jan. 25 with time and
location to be announced. Model
applications are located at the
front desks of each residence hall.
Applications can be returned to
the front desk of the halls or to
the Residential Development and
Education office in Beckham Hall
Room 100.

Alarms: Early warning helps save lives
From the front

every one of the dorms with
sprinklers.
Though if a case similar to
Murray State's, in which arson is
suspected, occurred here. Street
said nothing would be able to
keep students safe.
"We do have a reasonable
amount of safeguards," he said,
"but if someone is going to be
irresponsible, no amount of safeguard is going to help."

[)IM;<H ECl'MD
loot

(any no limit UtlM)
Stunt

Dr.DooHttf

rT/i/fr ZomMa

Armagaddon
Wadding Sing*

LA. Saxortsto, Supar Sa«y Swingln ,
Sound*, Astro Craap 2000
Pink Floyd'
flOMtf
My own Prison
Raga Against ths Machina, Evil
Empire, Uvs and Rare

Paniella Rogers

Exp: 9/30/98

2 Medium Pizzas
•
With
One (1) Topping

$6.25
Exp: 9/30/98

\

Pizza Sub Special
Pizza Sub, Garlic Stix
& 32 oz. Soft Drink

r,

Bobtaartay
Lagand

Panels
TlgerWy

Do business meals
make you nervous?

-f-vThe Eastern

Progress
Personal Touch
Dry Cleaners

& **.

___, _ ,
Ask about our
10% Student and Faculty Discounts

Go Colonels!
BEAT Middle Tenn.!

$15.25

624-2961

Party Pizza Special
20" Party Pizza
With 2 Toppings

Located behind Pizza Hut on EKU Bypass

• Exp: 9/30/98 ~ , . .
, ,„ "
L__.
Cut In about 30 party squares

Large 14" Pizza Special
Large 1 Topping Pizza
Exp: 9/30/98

KonC

117 Donovan Annex 622-1881

's/s

$8.60

/jgyp

Thay're all gonna laugh at you
What the hall happened to ma

%^ www.progreitH.eku.edu

c

AJjxio

Powar strip

Not sure which fork to use when?
And what's with that whole
knife-on-the-plate thing?
We're working on a feature on etiquette
at business meals and would like to
know more about your own experiences.
Call Rita Fox at 622-1881.

SAMdttg, Stichmcnd <C £JCU
$12.95

Candlabox
Candlstoox, Happy Pins
Chtmr Poprtn' Qajajaj
Rktt Suit Riot
Umo Blzcull

Note: * moans any titles

WE LOVE YOU!!

ACSiP

ZEas

Note: We only take CD's that are not scratched if case is broken we will subtract
an amount from the $5. Offer expires 10/1/98.

Tina Manning

228 S. Second Street
Downtown Richmond

TortAmoaFoo Hfhtara
th* Color 3
CoalChambar
Coal Chamber
PaartJam
Tan. Valid
ADsyaaon ma
JlmlHandrtx
Th* UMmate Expartenca
Wu Tmq CisnRammataln
Sahnsucht. Harzaiald

Savmn Ua/y iTlft*
Rock Crown, American Standard

SataWSM
40 oz. of Freedom, Sublime, Second
Hand Smoke

Angie

APOLLO PIZZA

it's dark and Hal) la Hot
Allct In Chain*
Dirl. Unptuggsd. Jar of Rtes. FacsUft
Soundtrmcka
Godzilla
CilyolAnglaa

Lksnss to IH, HaHo Nasty

Nancy Sewell
Reyn<

3eth Hoskins

Uttlltcf
Dmi

Opiate, Undartow, Aartma

Alpha Gamma Delta Proudly
Announces Our New Members1.

fasX
free

FREE

m$j}f'm> REGISTRATION

A22St°

All prices listed on
this offer include
sales tax
• Hours:
Sun. - Wed. 11 a.m. -1:30 a.m.
Thurs. - Sat. 11 a.m. - 2:30 a.m.

623-0330
j

Exp: 9/30/98

A**!;0

$6.95
Hoagie Special
Steak Hoagie &
Cheddar Fries

Professional Nail Service
Comfortable & Ventilated Salon
We Sanitize Equipment for Your Safety

Full set$25 •Fill in $15

$5.95
Sub& Salad

Your choice of Pizza sub.
Sausage sub. Ham & Cheese or
Exp: 9/30/98
a Meatball Sub

^

I

Open 7 Days a Week
Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Closed Sunday
517 Lekjhway Drive
Richmond, KY 40475
Next to Oceanfront Tan-In
Phone (606)624-0909

'

i
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Student Association fills 21 spots
PBOGHESS STAfF RtWRT _

Student Association held elections on Tuesday to fill spots left
over from last year's elections.
Out of the 26 applications that
Student Association received, 21
students were elected.
The college of business, education, health, physical education,
recreation and athletics and law
enforcement all had student senators elected.
The other 17 senators will all
represent the university at large.

Five hundred thirty students
voted in the senate elections.
Student Association will continue to talk about a possible student
technology fee at the next meeting.
The fee is being considered for
updating the university's software
and installing a new computer lab.
The lab would house 100 new
computers and be open and
staffed 24 hours a day.
Student Association tabled talk
on the fee last week so that members could gather student opinion.

'Mothers Jlciundru
467 Eastern Bypass

New senators
Nathan lies
Rebecca Jones
Shannon Propp6
Ritchie Renour
Jessica Bainum
Stephanie Barry
Jennifer Bingeli
Kyle Bocko
Brandy CaldweH
Chris Dillman
Tiffany Ehling

Wash

Dawn Fitzpatrick
Jeremiah Hale
Vemeake Henderson
Amber Hodges
Julie Newton
Chris Pace
Steven Roach
Hailey Scoville
Rodney Tollrver
Phenicia Wedgeworth

HCA
i^tr 8 ajn.-5p.m.
/^Ulbesday

Kustra ready
for presidential tradition

From the front

From the front

things that is needed to be done
with the money is to repair the
concrete slats on the bottom
floors of the feed lot where calves
are stored from birth until they
. reach 800 pounds. The slats are
used to hold manure until it is
pumped out and used as fertilizer.
"If the concrete slats are broken, the calves could fall in and
drown," Johnson said. "If they
chip off, the calves could break a
leg. If they don't get fixed, we
could lose a lot of calves, and
there will be a lot of money lost."
Johnson said the slats have
needed to be repaired for a while.
"You kind of just make due
with what you've got, though,"
she said.

Whore did the
money come from?

The grants were an initiative
set forth by Billy Ray Smith, commissioner of the state Department
of Agriculture, to develop,
improve, update or modernize
agricultural programs. Judge said.
Judge said Smith wanted to
help regional universities who
don't typically get land grants.
Only two universities in
Kentucky, the University of
Kentucky and Kentucky State
University, are land-grant universities, which were designated by
the U.S. Department of
Agriculture to be state partners
with the Cooperative State
Research,
Education and
Extension Services (CSREES).

Where will
the money go?
When the department received
the grant of $200,000 for the 199798 year. Judge said its focus was
to update on-campus facilities and
bring the department up to meet
the next century.
With the money. Judge said
improvements were done to the
greenhouses, which are used by
the horticulture program. A skid
steer loader was purchased for the
landscape program and the student computer lab was updated.
The department's student lab now
has 15 new computers all connected to the university's network.
The department is also in the
process of planning and conducting bidding for the building of a
swine facility. Judge said in order
to save money, they are doing it
with all in-house resources, such
as David Kennedy, architect for
facilities services.
"We are a little slower than the
other schools in spending the
money, but we are trying to use
every dollar," Judge said.

Tanning Special
thru September

5 visits for

Good Luck
Colonels!

Agriculture: Department
gets $200K grant from state
The program serves all 50 states
and Puerto Rico.
The CSREES is the national
research initiative which supports
research to solve key agricultural
and environmental problems.
Judge said he was surprised to
receive the third installment
"I didn't think it would be a
recurring thing," Judge said. "It has
been a lot of work, but a wonderful
blessing for us. We got to do some
things that needed to be done."

623-5014-^

The installation will be Oct. 2
and begins with a luncheon for
some of the Kustras' guests.
A concert by the symphonic
band and university singers will
begin at 2:30 p.m. and will be
held in the amphitheater.

At 7 p.m. Sept. 28. the Pearle
Buchanan Theatre will feature a
lecture and slides by Wilford
Bladen
called
"Eastern
Kentucky Revisited."
If you are taking an astronoThe installation will be directmy class you may want to visit ly after die concert, at 3 p.m.,
the Hummel Planetarium at 3:30 also in the amphitheater.
p.m. Tuesday for a show titled
If there is bad weather all of
"Violent Universe."
the ceremonies will
The show will be Additional
be held in Alumni
free to the public
Coliseum
events
are
but can only seat
The governor
164. The doors will being added
will be at the install
open 30 minutes
lation, but due to a
before the show, so every day, so If busy schedule he
get there early to
will arrive around
you are
secure a seat.
2:30 p.m. and has
The planetari- Interested in
to be in Frankfort
um also has a
by 5 p.m.
show at 7:30 p.m. updates, visit
A reception will
Oct. 1
called
be held at 5 p.m. in
Eastern's
Web
"Frontiers: New
Keen
Johnson
Horizons
and site at
Building for anySpace." This show
one who wants to
will also be free to <www.eku.edu>. attend. People are
the public, and
invited
from
doors will open 30 minutes early. Richmond, Madison County and
At 4:30 p.m. on Wednesday will any of the surrounding areas.
be a lecture called "Leadership in
The last of the events will be
the Public Sector." The speech the operetta, "Pirates of
will be given by Naomi Lynn, Penzance," at 8 p.m. performed
chancellor for the University of in the Brock Auditorium
Illinois at Springfield. The lecture However, the Kustras will not be
will be given in Kennamer Room able to attend because of anothof Powell Building.
er dinner scheduled for that
The Women's Studies evening. Another 8 p.m. perProgram Storytelling Theatre formance is scheduled on Oct. 3
presents "Teddy's Piece: An at the same time.
Appalachian Woman's Life" at
Additional events are being
7:30 p.m. Oct. 1 at Gifford added every day, so if you are
Theatre. Anyone interested in interested in updates, visit
attending can get ticket informa- Eastern's Web site at
tion by calling 622-2913.
<www.eku.edu>.

Where GPA
stands for

GREAT PARTY
ATMOSPHERE!

Tonight is
Thirsty
Thursday

$2 pitchers til 9 p.m.
S425 Long Island Ice Tea
Wednesday Ladies night
$1 cover
Open for lunch daily
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
DINNER
5:30 p.m.- 8 p.m.
5:30 p.m.- 7:30 p.m.
with 1/2 price
appetizers

TAKEOUT
AVAILABLE
On Campus Lunch Delivery
11 a.m. -2 p.m.

LINE 3 SPECIALS
2 Hit Digs with all I wingi Fries and Briik $2.75
Quarter i'hirkei Stack. Bisfiit, Saw, Hney, Drink $2.75. Try m new

toto

Tuesday

wraps for onlv $.W.

tte*es*i

Powell C«f«t

ri

hi*;
GewMfuti, Sat and Meet!
met**1

Mm Hat ten I Taiw/Birrilfl/linrliilada/RiiW Beans/ Drink $4.09
IMff of Pasta and Suw with Kmidstirks and Drink $2.75
Cain*! and Drink £75
StrmMiandDnnkO
2 Sion if Piza ul Driik $±75
Drientalllar
(Wff if Me Entree, Rice, Ifeg fall, Drink and Fortme (Mie $100

8

*0rt* *

Art*

9 Ball Tournament
Powell Sports and Recreation Center
Tuesday, September 29 @ 8:00p.m.
FHES

1st- 2 Piece Pool Stick or $25 in
Free Pool Coupons
2nd- $15 in Free Pool Coupons
3rd- $5 in Free Pool Coupons
$5.00 Entry Fee
Phone 2190

on the pond
Wake Up To BREAKFAST COMBOS!!!
5 French Toast Sticks
2 Sausage Links
«p
Or
i2r
Bacon
-M
CoffMorMttk ^
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Focus group discusses depot chemicals
BY AMOBEA DECAMP

'Helium Fillet
Balloons

► Analysis

News writer

Disposal of tfie over-a-million-ton
chemical weapon stockpile contained
in igloos at the Bluegrass Army Depot
two miles from campus was the topic
of a focus group held Tuesday
evening.
The group is run by the University
of Arizona's Environment. Behavior
and Risk Research Lab. which has
been hired by the Army and a consulting group from Maryland to survey
the community's feelings about the
Army and the depot
The focus group is made up of people from the area who answered letters they received in the mail from the
Bluegrass Community Outreach
Office.
Because Arizona wanted to run a
stakeholder study, the Outreach
Office tried to contact people with a
variety of interests in the community.
Of 20 letters sent out. only seven
people showed up to the meeting, but
it was enough to spark debate.
The talk focused on concerns that
each person had about chemical
weapon disposal and moved to what
each perceived the concern of the
community was.
Last, each person had to determine
what role they felt the community
should play in the decisions regarding
the Army depot and chemical weapons
disposal, and what role each member
held personally.
The meeting lasted two hours with
one planned for yesterday evening,
also.
There are rising concerns that soon
the chemical weapons at the Army
depot will need to be disposed of
before their containers deteriorate.

Meeting enlightens, informs new resident
cal demilitarization? To what extent have you
Tuesday night I participated in the chemibeen involved personally?
cal demilitarization focus group run by
The first question took up most of the meetthe University of Arizona.
ing and several concerns were discussed, such
Because I am new to the area, before going
as fear of the Army, fear of a large disaster and
to the meeting I knew little about the army
fear of long-term illness.
depot and the chemicals it stores near
Most people thought that the community's
Richmond.
main concerns would be public safety
What I did know was that when my
and the contamination of the environfamily moved here, the realtor told us
ment.
nothing of the chemicals stored less
Concerns for Eastern students were
than five miles from our backyard.
different, though. Because traffic and
We found out on a Saturday morning
parking is a problem on campus it
when our "weather box" told us to evacwould take a long time to evacuate the
uate the area because of deadly nerve
campus.
gas. Excuse me?
A representative from the Madison
After going to the meeting, I still
County Emergency Management
know little about the depot. My grasp
Agency said that estimates right now
on how other people in the community
ANDREA
predict that it would take over seven
feel is greatly widened, though.
hours to evacuate Richmond. But if
DECAMP
My expectations as a participant of
the wind is blowing at about eight
the focus group were that we would
miles an hour. Eastern would only
DeCamp is a
be told some basic information about
have about a half an hour to evacuate
junior public
the depot and chemical demilitarizarelations
the entire campus.
tion. (I was the only person who had
Some people wanted to know why the
major from
to ask what that meant. It means disRichmond.
Army can't just ship the chemicals to
posal of the chemical weapons by the
another site. There are eight sites
military.) And then after a little briefspread across the county with similar stocking, we would discuss our views on the depot.
piles, but transporting them would be illegal,
The group jumped right into the discussion,
said the representative from the EMA.
though. The Environment, Behavior and Risk
For now, at least the Army is trying to reach
Research Lab of the University of Arizona had a
out to the community, but it will take a lot for
list of three questions that each person had to
them to gain the trust of many people in the
answer
community.
1. What concerns you most about chemical
After they finish with the focus groups at
demilitarization?
each site, they will do a pilot survey by phone of
2. What concerns does the community have
several hundred people in the community to
about chemical demilitarization?
3. What role should the public play in chemihelp reach an outcome.

HODW® UTtyto

Sun Shoppe
Featuring New Bulbs!

10 visits for $19.98
One month unlimited tanning
for $22.50
We buy, sell, trade, Beanie Babies.
310 E. Main St.

623-8110

And Body
Piercing

Our dragons
don't bite!
Open 7 days a week!
201 W. Water Si.
624-0255

BoriE conn, KENTICKI
21.178 Ac.
3 Bedroom House

AVCflON

Iff AUCTIONEERS, INC
Inc. ^

HI

Tim Aulbach, Principal Auctioneer,
(502) 765-4570
Billy Hudson, Broker, (502) 833-4439
'1-800-887-8502

i

DOLLAR STOI

(Nothing Over $1 )
682 Unlversi
Shopping Center

Mon.-Sat.
JO a.m.-6 p.m.
Sunday -

JaMwWmDm
•ndACE

Noon-5 p.i

££**

<v

Rrcmom, ICY
"The Biggest Little Bar in Richmond
TUESDAY: Spin the Wheel
WEDNESDAY: Progressive 500 Jim Beam
THURSDAY: $1 Kamikaze
FRIDAY: Amaretto Sour $1.50
SATURDAY: Slow Gin Fizz $1.50

EVERYDAY SPECIALS
$1.50 Miller Lite Everyday
750 Draft Everyday,
$2.50 Pitchers 'til 9 p.m.
$2 Pizza Buffet Daily
Located at 127 West Irvine
(behind courthouse)

18 and older admitted

the

SATURDAY OCTOBER 3rd, 199S 10:00 A.N.

it lAiiti imimN

Everyday

Fall Has Arrived At

6 Tracts
Barns

LOCATION;:<02 Kemper I.n.. Danville. Ky. ■ Take Hwy 34-E past the Country Club - turn south on
1805 Ooggin Ln. continue 1 mile - Tracts #1. 2. 3, 4, & 5 are ltx-ated on the left. Continue on to
Kemper Lane, turn left to Tract #6. Signs Posted!
REASON FOR SALE: The sellers have purchased another home and have commissioned Ky.
Auctioneers. Inc. to sell at public auction their home and 21.178 acres.
—
^
1 A two story frame house with :t bedrooms. L.R.. family room with
4 ^J
M^k
fireplace, dining room. 2 1/2 baths. 1 car attached garage is located
H
on Tract #(i • which contains 3.910 acres. There is also a 4 stall barn
U
^U w/tack room Boundary & cross fenced with plank fencing.
"*^M
Tract #1: 2.27ft acres w/10 ft. frontage on Goggin Lain-. A great
building site. Property is completely plank fenced.
Tract # Z;3.434 acres w/small barn. 40 ft. frontage on Goggin Lane.
The long drive leading to this lot makes an ideal lot to build an
Estate home.
Txact # 3: 4.051 acres w/134 ft., frontage on Goggin Lane. 24x36"
run in shed.
Trad.* 4j4.1(M( acres w/.'(67 ft. frontage on Goggin Lane.
Tract # 5; 3. 106 acres w/loug lane leading back to the
tract providing lots of privacy,
TRACTS #l-#.r>: have city water and natural gas available. The land has numerous shade trees and lays level
to gently rolling. This property being located in the Kast
end of Danville is an excellent opportunity for developers
or someone looking for an estate lot.
PERJJQNAL.£RjQEEltEYj..C()rral Equipment. Powder
River Sweep tub (solid), 30' Scofield Crowd Alley. John
Deere I niw corn planter. Pack Silo unloader. Feed wagon.
**
TKRM&AND CONDITIONS: 15% down day of sale with balance due within thirty days. All property being sold "As is. Where is" with no warranties expressed or implied by either the seller or Ky
Auctioneers or its agents.
POSSESSION: Thirty days alter closing. TAXESj 1998 Pro-rated.
NOTE: This home was built before 197H and all perspective buyers have ten days prior to sale for
inspection ol lead based paint and must sign a waiver day of sale. All announcements made day of
sale take precedence over any and all advertisements.
A 7% buyers premium will be added to all bids to determine final sales price.
NOTE- A 8% sales tax will be added to all taxable items.
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: Attention Developers. Investors and Farmers. The Courier Journal and
other publications have noted the Danville Area as One of Ky's fastest growing Industrial Magnets.
This property would be ideal for development or estate lots. It has good boundary and cross plank
fencing. Place October :inlon your calendar and attend this great opportunity to bid and buy your
favorite lot or home We look forward to seeing you there.
For More Information Contact:

KY
Auctioneers.

-*—"

S-jOO'

1

• The Scents of Fall
G*^L
"^t
• Wreaths, Arrangements,
& Centerpieces
• Pumpkins, Scarecrows
<%
!$?
& and Much, Much More 0/f
%^H*^
• Fall Lizzie Highs
**C IN
• Boyds Bears & Hares, Folkstones,
Plush Dollstones...
• New Porcelain Dolls
• Fenton Glass
Beanie Babies, memberships,
books, clothes, furniture, and more
B9N.KeenelandDr.
Exit 90, 1-75
Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-8p.m.
Sunday 12:30 p.m.-6 p.m.

624-0025

OHIO VALLEY
CONFERENCE

■VOLLEYBALL
VS.

FrL, Sept. 25, 7:00 p.m.

Tennessee - Martin
Sat, Sept. 26,2:00 p.m.

Murray State

► Inside Sports

w N6XI WO OK

Is Ally McBeal all that?
Call Rita Fox at 6221881 and let her know
what you think.

Colonels begin fall
season with the
National Invitational
Championship in
Rock Island, IU./B7

ccent
The Eastern

RiU Mackin Fox,.

BY RITA MACKM

Fox

Circle of Life

Accent editor

Don Knight/Progress
A traditional dancer from Louisville celebrates during last year's
Richmond intertribal powwow at Irvine-McDowell Park.

Thursday, Septeaaeer 24.1988 Bl

Listen for the beat of the drum.
Tomorrow and throughout
the weekend, the cadence of the
drum will set the pace for
dancers at Richmond's fourth
annual intertribal powwow in IrvineMcDowell Park.
"I love to see the baseball field turned into
sacred ground," said Janet Quigg, parking
supervisor at Eastern.
The dance arena is blessed and considered
sacred throughout the three-day celebration.
The powwow is a celebration of life," said
Neil Wright, director of international education at Eastern and president of the Richmond
Powwow Association, an all-volunteer group
that coordinates the annual powwow.
The dance arena is what most people
come to see," Wright said. "It is the heart of
the powwow."
"And the drum is the heartbeat of mother
earth," said Quigg, also a senior anthropology
major at Eastern. Her father's grandmother
was Cherokee.
An arbor is constructed near the east
entrance to the dance circle, primarily to provide the musicians — also called "the drum"
— a shady spot to sit, Wright said.
In the center of the dance arena is the spirit pole. On the circumference of the circle, at
the four cardinal directions, are four shorter
poles. Each represents not only the compass
direction, but the corresponding color and
season attributed to it in American Indian
culture.
"What it all represents is a relationship
between people and nature," Wright said.
The whole idea of Native American religion and lifestyle is that human beings are
part of nature and nature is sacred," Wright
said.
"People should try to live in respect and
harmony with nature, rather than exploit it for
profit and development" he added.
Dancing at the powwow has become an
annual tradition for John Reazola, a

Powwow gives us a
glimpse at traditional
American Indian heritage
Chiricahua Apache Indian, who was raised in
Skeleton Canyon, Ariz. He came to Richmond
in 19% and has attended every powwow since
then.
"It means honor to me to be in the sacred
circle," said Reazola, a senior in police administration who now lives near Waco.
"Just to come and watch would be an
honor for me," Reazola said. "It means something very holy; something very spiritual."
Reazola is the great-great-grandson of
Chief Cochise. but adopted the surname
Reazola. which means secret, because of the
commercial exploitation of his name.
_ vet*
Another key element of the powwow is the
dance arena director. This year, Daniel
Tramper, of Cherokee, N.C., has been given
the honor.
The arena director is in charge of the
dances," Quigg added.
Among other duties, he will make sure the
dancers are ready to begin each Grand Entry
scheduled. Tramper will also dance. Quigg
said he is ranked fifth in the United States in
fancy dancing competitors.
"A 'fancy dancer" is a skilled dancer,"
Wright said.
There are usually only two or three fancy
dancers in the ring at once, he explained. This
year, dancers are expected from among the
Apache. Cherokee, Shawnee and Navajo
tribes.
There will also be traditional male and
female dancers, as well as hoop dancers.
They dance using hula-hoop-like devices,"
Wright said. Tramper is also a hoop dancer.
Many dancers will be in full American
Indian regalia.
"Men's regalia often consists of bright colors and feathers," Wright said. The women
are sometimes arrayed in expensive buck-

skins with labor-intensive beadwork."
"Often families pitch in to help make the
regalia," Hatmaker said.
Tramper was named director by the local
powwow association. This will be Tramper's
first appearance at the Richmond powwow,
said Quigg, the association's treasurer.
A master of ceremonies (MC) will be chosen before the powwow begins, Quigg said.
This person will announce upcoming dances
and choose when the honor dances will be
performed.
One honor dance is for America's veterans
of military service.
The veterans' dance helps us preserve the
warrior part of our culture," said Jeff
Hatmaker, a member of the Cherokee Nation.
"I'm a veteran," he said. Hatmaker moved
to Kentucky after serving in the Navy. The
Paint Lick resident dances primarily to honor
the veterans.
In their honor, the U.S. Flag flies on the
spirit pole and the prisoner-of-war/missing-inaction (POW/MIA) flag on the east pole at
the arena's entrance.
When the MC announces the veterans' dance.
all veterans and their children — American
Indian and non-Indian — are invited to dance.

Outside th*> arena

While dancing is the main activity at the
powwow, there will also be other attractions
outside the dance circle.
Among them, authentic American Indian
food, crafts and tepee village, as well as
demonstrations in blacksmithing. wood carving, story telling, flute playing, snooting blow
guns and throwing "hawks" (referred to as
tomahawks by non-Indians).
Cameras are welcome, as long as the powwow program's etiquette guidelines are followed. Be aware that American Indians usually do not smile for posed pictures.
Reazola said that's because they and their
ancestors were forced to smile for photos on
the reservations.
"It was to show we were happy there," he
said. Many of today's Indians choose not to
smile in photos in order to honor those who
had no choice.
,

,

American Indian tradition comes full circle
Why e circle? The circle is repeated throughout nature. The earth,
aun and moon are round. The olrth-to-death cycle is depicted a* a
circle. In American Indian tradition, the tepee, drum and dance
arena are also circular. The dance arena is the heart of the powwow. Spectators sit on bales of hay around the arena and are welcome to join in dances when invited by the master of ceremonies.

■ follow instructions
of the master of ceremonies (MC)
■ join in the intertribal dancing. Listen
carefully to the MC,
who will tell you when
visitors are permitted
to enter the arena
■ talk to the dancers
outside the arena

DO NOT:
f randomly walk/play
arena
■ point, particularly
with the index finger,
af an individual

An arbor covers the are*
where the musicians, or
"drum" sit The drum consists of the instrument and
six to eight musicians. The
drum represents the heartbeat of Mother Earth.

■ touch any of the
regalia of the dancers
■ tap* the aonga without permission of the
Head Singer of the
drum and MC
■ take photograph*
is or
videotape of indlvl
als outside of the
arena without flrat
getting permission
from the parson;
Never photograph a
fallen eagle feather.
■ bring alcoholic beverage* or drugs to the
powwow. Violators
will be removed from
around*

me

Jenny Bunch/Progress

■

Habitat has jobs to fit all talents

Don Knight/Progress
Bill Allbrlght shingle* a roof at one of the 1997 Habitat for Humanity
build sites in Richmond. This year, volunteers are needed, especially on
weekdays, to work at the current Habitat project in Madison County.

A group of students and other members
of the campus community have been
working steadily over the past several
years to make owning a home a reality for
some low-income residents in Richmond.
Habitat homes are built or renovated by
volunteers and sold at no interest and no profit to a low-income family. The family, in addition to payment, contribute a minimum of 300
hours of "sweat equity," working to help build
their own home.
Sarah Blossom, president of Eastern's
chapter, likes working with the campus'
Habitat group.
"We have fun," Blossom said.
The Eastern Habitat chapter meets at
9 p.m. every other Sunday (including this
coming one) in the Combs dormitory lobby.
"Anyone Is welcome to join us," she said.
Habitat for Humanity is an ecumenical
Christian-based organization with two inter-

making a
DIFFERENCE
RITA MACKM Fox
Accent editor

connected chapters in Richmond. Volunteers
work most weekdays and Saturdays, usually
at the same building site.
There's a need for more volunteers, especially on weekdays." said Brandy Coffee, the
Eastern chapter's adviser.
Among the activities the Eastern chapter is
involved in:
• working at the current build site
• presenting awareness programson campus

raising funds for the local chapter
• providing office support at the county level
The group wouldn't exist without the support of its parent chapter —Habitat for
Humanity of Madison County, Blossom said.
Both chapters are affiliated with Habitat for
Humanity International.
"Many of the activities involved in building
houses are non-technical and can be learned
easily," said Guy Patrick of the Madison
County chapter.
Training can be arranged at the volunteer's
convenience, Patrick said.
Eor information about joining the Eastern
chapter, call Blossom at 622-4528, or come to
one of the campus meetings.
To help at the county level, call Patrick at
625-9208, or write to Habitat for Humanity of
Madison County, P.O. Box 186. Richmond. KY
4047&O186.

On* Trua Thing (B)" 1:36, 4:35, 7:10,

9 50
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4:35, 9:55
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Eastern President Robert Kustra will meet with students at 7
p.m. Tuesday in the Fountain Food Court for a university town
meeting. The meeting is for students only. President Kustra
will give a short presentation. Students are then invited to share
their thoughts, opinions and views about university life. This is an
opportunity for students to have some interaction with the president
and for him to hear their thoughts. The town meeting is part of presidential installation activities which are taking place throughout the
week. Installation is 3 p.m.. Oct. 2 at the Ravine.

When

7 p.m.
Tuesday

ms
r

±yz

^t&M 4

mSDEBL

Where

Fountain
Food Court

©

U 3 Deportment of Transportation

TODAY
• DISCUSSION
3 p.m., Crabbe 128
Deaf and hard of hearing
issues, particularly for faculty and students of deaf and
hard of hearing
'FORUM
3:30 p.m., Combs 116
The End of Global
Capitalism: Problems and
Prospect," part of the EKU
World Forum series
MEETING
Young Democrats
5 p.m., McCreary

FRIDAY
• DISPLAY
Presidential Historical
Exhibit.Keen Johnson
Through Oct. 9
•SLEEPOUTFORTHE
HOMELESS
10 p.m.- 6 a.m., at track

• LUNCH
11:45 a.m.
Board of Regents
Dining Room
German conversation with
native German speakers.
Meets every Friday.

•FOOTBALL
Eastern vs. Middle
Tennessee
7 p.m., Murfeesboro

• RICHMOND POWWOW
5 p.m., Grand Entry 6 p.m.
Irvine-McDowell Park
Gathering of American
Indians. Included will be
crafts, food, dancing, and
demonstrations. Admission is
$4 per adult and $1 per child.

• RICHMOND POWWOW
10 a.m.. Grand Entry 1 p.m.
and 6 p.m.
Irvine-McDowell Park

• VOLLEYBALL
Eastern vs. Tennessee Martin
7 p.m.. Alumni Coliseum

SATURDAY
• RICHMOND POWWOW
10 a.m.. Grand Entry 1 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Irvine-McDowell
• VOLLEYBALL
Eastern vs. Murray State
2 p.m.. Alumni Coliseum

SUNDAY

• MEETING
Habitat for Humanity
9 p.m., Combs Lobby

MONDAY
• LECTURE
7 p.m.. Pearl Buchanan Theatre
"Eastern Kentucky Revisited
Through Lecture and Slides"
Wilford A Bladen

TUESDAY
• LASER LIGHTS
"Violent Universe"
3:30 p.m.
_Humi'1,1 Planetarium

• AUDITIONS
5 p.m., Ferrell room, Combs
Casting call for "For Eternal
Love," an independent fulllength feature film, will continue Wed.
• MEETING
Caduceus Club
7:30 p.m., Moore 123
Program from the
University of Louisville
School of Medicine

WEDNESDAY

Tom Says
Beat tne

out of
MIDDLE TENNESSEE!

Madison

WHERE YOUR MUSIC MATTER'
- Since '978

MEETING
Leadership Forum with
152 Madison Ave. 623-9720
Robert and Kathy Kustra
7 p.m., Gifford Theatre
The Kustras will
share their views on leader- fr
ship, open-mike responses,
all community welcome

Go Colonels!

s Flea Market

1927 Irvine RdT Richmond Half Mile from New Bypass

• MEETING
Phi Beta Lambda Business
Honors Society
4:45 p.m., Combs 116
All business majors welcome.

BUY-SELL-TRADE

CDs - Nlntendos - Playstation - N-64
Computers • Stereos • Movies Disney movies • Appliances • Furniture
Household Items
Fri. Noon 2:30 p.m. Sat. & Sun. 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Outside table available

Milestone
The Year in Pictures
1997-98

PICK UP YOUR COPY OF
THE 1998 YEARBOOK
SEPTEMBER 28-30
9 A.M.-3 P.M.
POWELL BUILDING, ROOM E
t

-

C9?-CntQEKU BYPASS ACROSS
blJbUbb FROM PI72A HUT

BARGINS GALORE!

i.

m

recordsmith

Arts
Angie Mullikin, editor
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like it's
Swing music, dance jump, jive an' wailin' way into region
That Old Black Magic

BY PAUL FLETCHER

Arts writer

Clever and inventive names
are not all The Cherry Poppin'
Daddies, Royal Crown Revue, Big
Bad Voodoo Daddy and The
Amazing Royal Crowns have in
common. These bands, as well as
others, are reviving a 60-year-old
genre of music.
Swing music was born in 1935
and stayed immensely popular
until after World War II. At the
present time, swing is riding a
huge wave of popularity right
through the mainstream of modern American musk.
There are swing Web sites,
swing dance clubs, swing dance
lessons, instructional videos and
swing music videos. Modern
swing bands are being played
regularly on alternative rock
radio. Z-103, 103.3 FM, has no
less than five swing bands in regular rotation.
Jeff
Duncan, owner of
Recordsmith, says that the modern swing records are selling
steadily. Duncan said that the
strong record sales are a direct
relation to the radio airplay.
"It's a new phenomenon to
have a genre so drastically different and sell so good," explained
Duncan.
Whether the second life of
swing is a quickly passing fad, or
if it will enjoy a lOyear run, as it
did the first go round, remains to
be seen.

The date was August 21,1935.
The place was the Palomar
Ballroom in Los Angeles, Calif.
Band leader Benny Goodman was
in the middle of a tour that had
gone sour.
Although his record sales
were strong and the band was
very popular, this particular tour
was rather unsuccessful, almost a
complete failure - until that night
in Los Angeles.
Goodman was notorious for
constantly making personnel
changes in his band, and that
night the outfit he had assembled
thrilled the tremendous audience
which was largely made up of
younger people.
Goodman immediately realized there was a demand among
the younger generation for his
hard-driving form of hot jazz, a
form that was in stark contrast to
what other dance bands of the
day were playing.
This new variation of
jazz/dance music was called
"swing." It was very lively and fun
and, according to "Webster's New
World Dictionary," was defined
by large bands and contrapuntal,
or counterpoint, improvisation
between the musicians. In other
words, you could dance to it.
August 21, 1935 has since
been considered the birth of the
"Swing Era," and Benny
Goodman was named the "King
of Swing." Swing quickly swept
across the nation and became
extremely popular. (Sources:
Encarta and Musica Central)

Swing Is here
Now fast forward through time
to the post-grunge rock era of the
mid '90s. Groups such as the
North Carolina-based Squirrel
Nut Zippers began to experiment
with jazz and big band music, but
also incorporating their own style
and ideas. Their music was something of a throwback, sounding
similar to music made by swing
veterans Cab Galloway and Duke
Ellington.
The Zipper's first album. The
Inevitable," gained critical
acclaim and their second album,
"Hot," spawned a surprise hit on
alternative rock radio with "Hell,"
a catchy mixture of swing and
calypso. People began to take
notice of this band and what they
were doing. Unbeknownst to
everyone, swing was about to
sweep the nation again and begin
its second life.
The Gap clothing company has
also taken notice of the current
swing craze and is using the classic Louis Prima song "Jump Jive
An' Wail" to promote it's line of
Khaki pants, using the catch
phrase "Khakis Swing." The
Brian Setzer Orchestra also
recorded a wildly popular version
of this song for their latest album
The Dirty Boogie."
If you weren't around in the
"30s to enjoy the craze, now's your
chance.
The Blue Moon Saloon on
Euclid Ave. in Lexington features
a "swing night" on Tuesday. The
saloon offers free swing lessons
before dancing begins at 9 p.m.
Patrons must be 21-years old and
the cover is only $3.

Brenda Ahearn/Progress

"Freak Daddy", an on-air personality at Z-103 FM and an alumnus of Eastern, dances with his partner Mona
Reffitt from Lexington on "Swing Night" at the Blue Moon Saloon Tuesday.

'Simon Birch': big hopes for small child
MumoN
Arts editor
BY ANGK

Photo subnMtd
Ian Michael Smith stars as Simon Birch, a dwarf child in the '60s, who
is full of predictions about his life. His co-stars include Ashley Judd, who
plays the role of Rebecca Wenteworth, and Oliver Plan as Judd's
boyfriend, Ben Goodrich. Goodrich also befriends Simon

limon Birch" is the touchling story of a dwarf
Uc"child who has made big
plans for his life.
The movie, set between 1952
and 1964, tells the story of the
smallest baby boy ever born in
Gravestown, Maine. The doctorssaid he was a true miracle of life.
The parents were told Simon
would not live through the night.
Nights turned into days, days
turned into weeks. Simon's parents brought him home and just
waited until the day they were rid
of him. His parents are grouchy
and treat Simon as a burden.
The great acting of Ian
Michael Smith as Simon Birch
makes you feel as if you were living in the town with the other

characters.
The story is narrated in the
present by Jim Carrey, who most
recently starred in The Truman
Show." Carrey opens the movie
by standing in front of Simon's
grave and the memories of childhood begin to flow.
Joe Wenteworth is the young
Jim Carrey, played by Joseph
Mazzello, also a very good young
actor. Joe is the bastard child of
Rebecca Wenteworth, played by
Ashley Judd, who is a loving
mother to Joe and also a mother
figure to Simon.
Rebecca's boyfriend in the
movie is Ben Goodrich, played by
Oliver Platt.
Simon and Joe spend their
days going to school, swimming
in the pond, talking about girls

V^W,

and having a great time. Simon
and Joe's mission is to find out
who is Joe's father. They are truly
"best friends."
Most of the time Simon lives
with Joe and Rebecca and his parents don't care or miss him. The
only person who truly cares for
Simon is Rebecca Wenteworth.
Simon is an outcast and so are
his parents. His parents are cold
people who see their son as a burden because he's different from
the other kids. They don't socialize and they don't RO to church.
When Simon goes to church
he disrupts the service and drives
his mean and nasty Sunday
school teacher Miss I,eavy, played
by Jan Hooks, crazy.
Miss Leavy insists on telling
Simon he is an outcast and how

his family doesn't belong in
Gravestown. She tries to humiliate him in front of his Sunday
school class, but Simon has faith
in his life and in God.
Simon is aware of his dwarfism
and deals with it exceptionally
well. Simon believes God has a
master plan for his life and he was
put on this earth for a reason. He
says he will be a hero. He eventually proves to the whole town he
is a true hero in every sense of
the word.
I would strongly advise anyone
who wants to see a good movie to
see Simon Birch. The movie is
funny and touching.
Fans of the book it's based on,
John Irving"s "A Prayer for Owen
Meany," should leave their memories of the book at the door.

AFOOTOFFUN!
You hai/e to eat. You might «?* wet I enjoy
one of Subway's Footlongs.

ARIZONAJACKS
t.KINIII KS

62^1540
Carriage Gate Shopping Center
837 Eastern Bypass, Near K-mart

BUY ANY SIZE COKE
and
ANY SIZE GRINDER
GET THE SAME SIZE

PIZZA GRINDER
FREE!
A GRINDER is a sub sandwich
made on our fresh bread,
baked in our special oven
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i

r
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Bite Size Shrimp,
Fries Hush Puppi
& Cocktail Sauce

35

Ona dmnar par coupon Not good
Mh any othar coupon or cMcourt
o«a-Exptra. lOM/M lOMnaraa
Road Richmond. Ky

On. rhmar par coupon Not good
•dti any othar coupon or ohKOunt
f on* E>P»M 10/t/M lOMtaM
I RoM. Rtcnmond, Ky.

I

FISH& FRIES

Fish, Fries,
Hush Puppies
t & Tartar Sauce

$^35

'2

Ona dnnar par coupon Not good
IMTI any oVw coupon or dMoouni
' ofer EjaXraa 10Y1/M 1068 Bora*
Road. Richmond. Ky.

Chicken, Fries,
<t
Hush Puppies & **^
Sweet & Sour Sauce

®-

12 INCHES
OF
MOUTH
WATERING
APPETIZING
FUNFILLMENT!

2
*f**\
.
K^S^.

FISH & CHICKEN
1-Piece
Fish
& Chicken

iSUBUUtW*

$*239

3

On* ttnnar p*r coupon Not ppod
•*h toy oft* coupon o* Atcourt
Off*. E4NTM 10f1» 1059 BtvM
Ro*d. Richmond. Ky.

®-i
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WE DELIVER
• 624-9241
Corner of 2nd and Water St.
.
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Ecuador one of Guard's many challenges
While in Ecuador, he operated heavy equipment to dig the
foundation for schools and clinics.
But he doesn't plan to make a
BY DAV» JONES
career out of construction.
Staff writer
At first, Royster was skeptical
about such missions.
Like many college students,
"Before I went down, I startLaranza Royster spent his sumed thinking about why we were
mer working. Unlike most stugoing down there to build
dents, though, Royster worked
schools for those people when
in Ecuador.
we have homeless people and
The 27-year-old computer sciother probence major from
lems here,"
Greenup 44
Royster said.
County served
"But when
Before
I
went
in a National
you get to
down, I started
Guard unit on a
countries like
military-training
that, it blows
thinking
about
and humanitariyour mind,"
an mission in
he said.
why we were
the South
"You hear
going down
American counthe term
try.
Third World
there ... when
The mission,
country, but
called "New
we have homeyou can't
Horizons 1998,"
imagine what
less
people
and
involved the
a Third World
cooperation of
country is
other
problems
more than 1,400
until you get
American
here.
there," he
troops, includsaid.
ing regular
"If they
Sgt. Laranza Royster have Fifth
Army battalions.
computer-science World counThe troops
major and tries, it would
assisted in the
be one,"
member of National Royster said.
construction of
Guard "The people
schools, medical facilities
have noth» ing."
and public
restrooms in
Royster
the province of
also has
Esmereldas in northwest
been involved in National
Ecuador.
Guard missions that help
Royster is a sergeant in the
Kentucky residents. He
201st Engineering Battalion of
received five state active-duty
the Kentucky Army National
ribbons for working on misGuard's Company A.
sions such as the 1997 flood

Student works
in Third World

Know someone we
should write about?

clean-up in Falmouth.
Besides the personal satisfaction of helping people in the
Bluegrass State and abroad, ■
Royster said he has learned discipline and savored the many
experiences of serving in the
Guard.
"I love experiencing something that not everybody is
going to be able to do," he
said.
Royster credits his father,
Lt. Col. James Royster, for getting him into the Guard in
1989.
The elder Royster served for
more than 20 years in the
Guard. Before joining the
Guard, Lt. Col. Royster was
drafted in the regular Army and
served a nine-month tour of duty
in Vietnam.
He plans to retire soon and
leave his son to represent the
Royster family in the 201st battalion.
Following in his father's footsteps and serving in the Guard
hasn't come without a cost to
Royster, however. Being the
single father of two children
poses the most difficult challenge.
"It's not a problem with
school, but I'm divorced and
have joint custody of my kids,"
Royster said.
"Sometimes the Guard weekend falls on my visitation weekend, so it interferes with the
time I spend with my son and
daughter," Royster said.
Still, he doesn't plan to leave
the Guard anytime soon.
"I'll retire from it," Royster
said. To do so, he'll have to
serve 20 years. He also has
plans to work in artificial intelligence, perhaps in the Army.

Alpha Gamma Delta A6
Apollo's A6
Arizona Jack'a B3
Athletic Office A8
Bodean'a A8
Botany Bay A5
Captain D'a B3
Check Exchange A4
Church Directory AS
Colonel • Corner A3
Dairy Queen B5
Diet Center A6
Disc Go Round A6
Dollar Store A8
Dr. Coteman A4
DuckheadAS
Fazoli'a B7
First Gear A4
Food Service A7
Gall's Help Ad A4
Gift Box A8
Instant Care Center B5
Jack'a Cleaners B7
Kelly's Fruit Market AS

Kentucky Collision Center
AS
KY Auctioneers A8
KY Connect A6, B2
LA Nails A6
Madison Garden A6, B2.A4
Main Street Chevron AS
Mall Movies B2
Merle Norman B7
Mother's Laundry A7
Night at the Roxbury B2
O'Ritey's A7
Peace Corps A6
Personal Touch Dry
Cleaners A6
PHCB5
Pink Flamingo B7
Public Relations B2
Recordsmith B2
Regis B5
Rite Aid B5
Sammy's Flea Market B2

Don Knight/Progress
Laranza "Doc" Royster was nicknamed by his grandfather, who
wanted him to become a medical doctor. Instead, Royster, a
computer-science major at Eastern, plans to be a doctor of computers.

Taking an online course
at Eastern this fall?

Sera-Tec B5
Sound Advice A6
Stoneworth B7
Student Development B4
Subway B3
Sun Shoppe A8
Tazwell's A8
UBS A4
University Cinemas B2
Wholesale Food Outlet B8
YMCA A3

If yes, call Rita Fox
at 622-1881.

Showing New Releases On CHANNEL 40
5:30 PM TILL ??
SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
(Movies are shown consecutively)

Sun » September 27
l)Good Will Hunting(2:02)
2)GuiltyAsSin(l:45)
3)KissingAFool(l:34)
4)Good Will Hunting(2:02)

-«r

Tues * October 6
I )As Good As It Gets (2:19)
2)Pulp Fiction (2:35)
3)Biodome(l:35)

4)As Good As It Gets (2:19)

Thars • October IS

1 (Dangerous Minds (1:40)
2)Mercury Rising (1:52)
3)Blues Brothers 2000 (2:05)
4 (Dangerous Minds (1:40)

Mon j September 28
l)GuiltyAsSin(l:45)
2)KissingAFool(l:34)
3)Good Will Hunting(2:02)
4)GuiltyAsSin(l:45)
Tues ; September 29
l)KissingAFool(l:34)
2)Good Will Hunting(2:02)
3)GuiltyAsSin(l:45)
4)KissingAFool(l:34)

Wed » October 7
1 )Pulp Fiction (2:35)
2)Biodome(l:35)
3 )As Good As It Gets (2:19)
4)Pulp Fiction (2:35)

Wed « September 30
l)Good Will Hunting(2:02)
2)GuiltyAsSin(l:45)
3)KissingAFool(l:34)
4)Good Will Hunting(2:02)

Fri « October 9
l)AsGood As It Gets (2:19)

Mon » October 19
I (Billy Madison (1:30)

2)Pulp Fiction (2:35)
3)Biodome(l:35)

Thurs « October 8
l)Biodome(l:35)
2)As Good As It Gets (2:19)
3)Pulp Fiction (2:35)
4)Biodome(l:35)

Fri * October 16

I )Mercury Rising (1:52)
2)Blues Brothers 2000 (2:05)
3)Dangerous Minds (1:40)
4)Mercury Rising (1:52)
Sun • October 18
I )The Rainmaker (2:16)
2)Bi!ly Madison (1:30)
3)Scream(l:51)

4)The Rainmaker (2:16)

MEETING

Thurs » October 1
!)GuilryAsSin(l:45)
2)KissingAFool(l:34)
3)Good Will Hunting(2:02)
4)GuiltyAsSin(l:45)

Sun » October 11

3 (Mercury Rising (1:52)
4)Blues Brothers 2000 (2:05)

2)Scream(l:5l)
3)TheRainmaker(2:l6)
4)Billy Madison (1:30)
Tees « October 20
l)Scream(l:5l)
2)The Rainmaker (2:16)
3)Billy Madison (1:30)
4)Scream(l:5l)

with President Bob Kustra
TUE • SEPT 29 • 7PM
Fountain Food Court

Fri • October 2
l)KissingAFool(l:34)
2)Good Will Hunting(2;02)
3)GuiltyAsSin(l:45)
4)Kissing A Fool (1:34)

Mon * October 12

Wed • October 21

1 (Dangerous Minds (1:40)
2)Mercury Rising (1:52)
3)Blues Brothers 2000 (2:05)
•4 (Dangerous Minds (1 40)

I )The Rainmaker (2:16)
2)Billy Madison (1.30)
3)Scream(l:51)
4)The Rainmaker (2:16)

Tues * October 13
1 )Mercury Rising (1:52)
2 (Blues Brothers 2000 (2:05)
3 (Dangerous Minds (1:40)
4)Mercury Rising (1:52)

Thurs « October 22
I )Billy Madison (1:30)

You are invited to an evening of
dialogue with President Bob Kustra.

PONT MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY!

Sun ; October 4
I )Pulp Fiction (2:35)
2)Biodome(l:3S)

3)As Good As It Gets (2:19)
4)Pulp Fiction (2:35)

1 )Blues Brothers 2000 (2:05)
2 (Dangerous Minds (1:40)

Wed » October 14

Mon « October 5
l)Biodome(l:35)

2)As Good As It Gets (2:19)
3)Pulp Fiction (2:35)
4)Biodome(l:35)

CKNTHR

4)As Good As It Gets (2:19)

I )Blues Brothers 2000 (2:05)
2)Dangerous Minds (1:40)
3)Mercury Rising (1:52)
4)Blues Brothers 2000(2:05)

2)Scream(l:51)
3 )The Rainmaker (2:16)
4)Billy Madison (1:30)

Fri * October 23
l)Scream(l:51)
2)The Rainmaker (2:16)
3)Billy Madison (1:30)
4)Scream(l:51)

SPONSORED BY
UNIVERSITY CENTER BOARD
RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION
AND STUDENT ASSOCIATION
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Staci Reid, editor
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Young Democrats
reorganize, endorse
local candidates, set
goals for year
BY STACI RES

I

Activities editor

Gena Vessals' father was involved in the Young
Democrats when he was a student at Eastern.
Vessals is now the president of the organization.
The main goal of the Young Democrats is to get
students involved in the political process.
"I think it's crucial for people to be involved in politics," Vessals said.
The organization meets at 6 p.m. every
Wednesday in the McCreary Lounge until fall elections are over. The meetings consist of future planning and sometimes involve a speaker. The speakers
provide information on campaign strategies and their
plans after a campaign.
"It enables you to be around other students that
you can discuss politics with," said Angela Smith, a
junior forensic science major from Spring, Texas and
club treasurer. They'll have a different perspective
on what's going on."
The group had been disbanded until last month.
After regrouping, the club had a coffee for the candidates they are backing.
"It was really relaxed so people could talk to their
representatives," Vessals said. "I think that was the
first democratic event on campus in about two
years."
The group is supporting Kent Clark, who is running for county judge-executive, and Ernesto
Scorsone, candidate for Congress.
They are also campaigning for Ed Worley, who is
running for the 34th state Senate seat and Harry
Moberly, holder of the 84th district representative
seat.
The group hopes to increase its membership and
upcoming events this year.
"We talked to the College Republicans about cosponsoring a panel of women in politics with the
women studies program," Vessals said.
The group is still organizing, making plans and setting goals.
"We're deciding what we want to do for candidates
and where we want to go as a club," Vessals said. "I
think it's extremely important for people to vote. The
decisions they make affect our lives."

COLONEL
BALLOT'9 8
In case you are still unsure of what political
party you belong to, the following is a quiz to
help you understand where the sides generally are on the issues. Simply mark yes or no
and check your answers at the bottom.

yes

no

DD

□□

DD
DD

1. Do you believe in gun
control?
2. Do you feel women
have the right to choose
to have an abortion?
3. Do you believe in affirmative action?
4. Do you think of yourself as a liberal?

EKU College
Republicans
campaign, assist
candidates in race
BY STACI REID

Activities editor

With preparations for the upcoming elections in
full swing, the EKU College Republicans have been
busy assisting various candidates in their campaigns.
The group meets at 5 p.m. every other Thursday
in the Jaggers Room of Powell. The meetings consist
of current events discussions and plans for upcoming
events. The group also welcomes speakers at some
meetings. The year-old group boasts 50 members.
"The greatest thing we can do to benefit students
is to network," said Johnathan (Jay, a senior political
science major from Hyden and club president, "^e've
gotten some great internships."
"It gives students knowledge of how the political
process works," said Bryan Mills, a senior political
science major from London and club treasurer.
"Our main goal is to assist the republican party
candidates at all levels of oflice," said Gay, "all the
way from county level to president."
In the county they are assisting Mark Metcalf,
who is running for state Senate, and Jerry Barclay,
candidate for state representative. On the national
level, they are involved in the campaigns of Gex
Williams, 4th District Congress, and Ernie Fletcher,
6th District Congress.
The organization is also assisting in an upcoming fundraiser for U.S. Senate candidate, Jim
Bunning on Oct. 12. Jack Kemp will be speaking at
the event.
"Rumors have it that Kemp may choose this
fundraiser to announce his candidacy for presidency
in 2000," Gay said.
To assist with the fundraiser, the group will help
staff the event, send out invitations, calling people
about the event and handing out information.
This benefits the candidates and the members
because they "get to interact and network throughout
the state," Gay said.
"When we look at the government and the policies we want to implement we should use the
kitchen-table, common- sense rule. If they don't meet
that rule then we don't need to use these policies,"
said Gay.

i•
i
i

*
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If you chose mostly yes, you are probably a
Democrat. If you chose mostly no, you may
fall into the Republican category. Of course
some Democrats are against abortion and
some Republicans are against gun control.
There are liberal Republicans and conservative Democrats so remember it is up to you
to cast the final vote.

Jenny Bunch/Progress

Rite-Aid Welcomes EKU Students

ReGIS
20% off
Hair Color
624-0066

Mon.Sat. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday 12:30 p.m.-6 p.m.

Richmond Mall

Walk-ins welcome

£xpiies 9/30/98

RITE

$140+
per month

That fits into your schedule
Come to 292 South 2nd St.
On September 30th at 7p.m.
Free Food and Drinks

Learn how to turn a couple
of hours a week into cash
NO MONEY INVESTMENT REQUIRED!!!
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ignancy Help Cent

Busch&

624-3942

Busch Light

If no answer, call 1-800-822-5842
Regular Hours
Tuesday and Wednesday,
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
and by appointment
200 S. Third St., Richmond, KY 40475

30pk cans

$10"

exp. 9/30/98

623-5811

pharmacy 623-5812

Carriage G*te Shopping Centet
Mon.-Thurs. 9 a.m.-9 p.m. * Fri.-Sat. 9a.m.-10p.m. « Sun. Noon-6 p.m.

Breakfast
Hot Biscuits &

Ao make

Coor's Light
18pk $7*

Gravy
LUQCb

Dairy
pueen

Your favorite
Brazier Burgers,
Chicken sandwiches
& Hot Dogs
any way you like
'em!

WE ALWAYS
Have your favorite
Blizzards
Banana Splits
Sundaes
& Delicious
TREATS

648 University Shopping Center • Richmond. KY 40475
(606)623-1950 • (606) 623-0619 (tot)

Walk-In Medical Care Facility

We Support the
Eastern Colonels!
CUp this coupon

Dairq
Queen

INSTANT CARE CENTER

Services include:
• Medical Treatment and Minor Injury Care of adults
and children over two years of age
• Physicals - School, Sports or Insurance
• Laboratory and X-ray Services

Save 500 on a
Banana Split/
Peanut Buster
Parfait

Locmfd ntMrf to Somr*

Good tor up to 4 parsons par vWL Not valid with any otoar oflar.
m

Big Hill Avenue
624-0481

131 N. Keeneland Dr.
623-3625

Locally owned and operated

Eastern Bypas*

,1 * PI
M
UmwrMy SAopp«ig
Or-..,

Monday - Saturday
8:30 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.
!

Cash • Check • Viia • MasterCard • Insurance

We Welcome EKU Students, Staff and Faculty
>
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► Progress MVP
Sophomore
tailback Corey
Crume, a
Lebanon
native, carried
16 times for
133 yards and
two touchdowns, and
also completed
Crume had
apassfora
score to lead
739 rushing
Eastern to a
yards lor the
27-16 victory
Colonels last
over rival
season.
Western
Kentucky.
Crume was involved in 20 of
the Colonels' 27 points, breaking
off touchdown runs of 83 and 2
yards, and hitting quarterback
Jon Denton with a 31-yard halfback pass for a score in the third
quarter.
Crume was named Ohio
Valley Conference Offensive
Player of the Week by the OVC.

► Sports briefs
Corbean named Eastern
assistant basketball coach
Eastern men's basketball
coach Scott Perry has announced
the addition of Wall Corbean, former assistant at Army, as an assistant coach to his 1998-99 staff.
Corbean, 31, has coached the
past three seasons at Army, serving the 1997-98 season as the
Cadets' recruiting coordinator.
He will coach the perimeter players for the Colonels this season.
"I am very excited about this
wonderful opportunity," said
Corbean. This is a chance to
work for one of the outstanding
coaches in the nation in Scott
Perry. I consider it an honor, as
well as a privilege, to be involved
at an institution known for producing successful people."
Corbeans' first collegiate coaching experience came at Northern
Kentucky under head coach Ken
Shields, where he served as an
assistant coach and also as an academic coordinator within NKlTs •
intercollegiate athletics department. He was part of the NKU
staff that helped lead the Norse to
the Elite Eight NCAA Division II
Tournament in 1995.
"Wall is a great addition to our
staff said Perry. "He brings outstanding credentials to our program as a coach and we know he
will represent our program in a
• first-class manner. Walt is well! respected in coaching circles for
both his coaching ability and his
recruiting ability."

► Schedule
Football (2-1)
■ vs. Middle Tennessee, 6 p.m..
(CDT), Saturday. Murfreesboro.
•Tenn.
Kadk»: 1340 AM WEKY
H8.9 FM WEKU

Volleyball (1-8)

• Waken, editor

i

Colonels halt Harbaugh's Hilltoppers
Kidd snaps three-game streak
against WKU in Bowling Green
point, but the six points would be
enough to stay ahead of Western
for the first half, which ended 6BOWLING GREEN—Whoever 3.
said running backs couldn't pass
The Hilltoppers had a 7-yard
hadn't seen sophomore Colonel touchdown by Rod Smart called
running back Corey Crume.
back because of a holding penalCrume. who was named Ohio ty on the second play of the secValley Conference Player of the ond half. Western settled for a
Week and ran for 133 yards and 28-yard field goal by Jeff Poisel.
two touchdowns on 16 carries.
Western took brief secondBut his most surprising accom- half leads on a 53-yard touchplishment was a touchdown pass down run by quarterback Willie
to quarterback Jon Denton to Taggart and an 88-yard kickoff
push the Colonels ahead of arch- return by Bryan Daniel for
rival Western.
another score.
Crume and the defense led
The Colonels took the lead for
coach Roy Kidd's
good at 20-16 when
Colonels to a 27-16 vicDenton targeted sophotory over rival Western
more Anthony Boggs for
Kentucky University
a 54-yard touchdown
on Saturday.
AgsJteryof
pass in the fourth quarThe
Colonels
photos from
ter, ending a 79-yard
improved their record
the Eastern
drive by Eastern's
to 2-1 with the victory
vs. Western
offense. After a 40-yard
over coach Jack
pass from Denton to
contest,
Harbaugh's Hilltoppers.
sophomore tight end
connect to
The win was Eastern's
Tom Mabey, Eastern
the Eastern
first in Bowling Green
stamped the victory
Progress
since 1992,
and
envelope with a 98-yard
Web site at
snapped a three-game
drive
that accounted for
<www
losing streak to the
Crume's 2-yard touchprogress
eku
Hilltoppers.
down run.
edu>.
The halfback pass
This win was really
big for us," said Kidd.
from
Crume
to
"We never let our kids
Denton, in the third
quarter, was originally designed give up — we encouraged them.
for the contest against the Sometimes I'm a little tough on
University of Kentucky Wildcats our kids when they don't do
last weekend — cleverly titled something right — kids, not all
kids but some kids, are spoiled at
The Wildcat.
The Colonels had a great home and when I fuss at them
night offensively, piling up 482 they melt. So, I decided to clap
total yards. Besides the impres- and simply encourage them for
sive performance of Crume was this game."
For senior tackle Justin
junior tail back Derick Logan Ernest, the victory over
who added 114 yards on 15 Eastern's archrival Western
attempts. It marked the third couldn't have come at a better
time Crume and Logan had both time in his career as a Colonel.
topped the century mark in the
"We couldn't go out losing
same game, and both also went twice last year and not beat them
over the 1,000-yard mark in rush- this year — I couldn't go out withing for their career.
out beating them," said Ernest.
On a pitch, Crume rocketed "We're sending them (Western)
83 yards down the field of L.T. home for Thanksgiving dinner.
Smith Stadium for a touchdown They can't play in the playoffs
during Eastern's first offensive now — they've lost two games.
play of the contest. Place kicker So, that's the best Christmas preMark Wright missed the extra sent I could have right now."
BY SHANE WALTERS

Sports editor

Eastern ranked 12th in I-AA; open
conference play against Blue Raiders
PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

The 12th ranked Colonels,
fresh from a 27-16 victory over
Western begin defense of their
Ohio Valley Conference football
crown at 6 p.m. (CDT) Saturday
night with a contest at Middle
Tennessee State University in
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Eastern, ranked 12th in both the
USA Today/ESPN and The Sports
Network polls, conn's in at 2-1, following the come-from-behind win
over Western. Coach Boots
Donnelly's Middle Tennessee

Blue Raiders are 1-2 with a season-opening win over OVC member Tennessee State and losses
to Illinois and Jacksonville State.
Middle, who has lost five
straight games to the Colonels
and trails in the series between
the two schools, 28-19, is paced
by the league's top rusher in
junior tailback Torin Kirtey who
has rushed for 302 yards and
three touchdowns. He 1 is an
ample back up in janior
Kelverick Green who has rushed
for 81 yards.

."■vs. Murray State. 2 p.m..
; Saturday, Alumni Coliseum
■vs. University of Tennessee. 7
; p jn., Tuesday, Alumni Coliseum
Men's Ootf
■ Eastern Kentucky University
Colonel Classic, today through
Saturday, Arlington Golf Course
Women s CKMT
■ Racer/HUkopper Invitational,
8 am, Sunday and Monday,
Softball
M National I nvKational
Championship, 3 p.m., Friday
through Sunday. Rock Island. ID.

■ Miami (Ohio) University
Invitational. Saturday, Oxford.
Ohio

r,

Photos by Don Knight (above) and Brian
Simms/Progress

Denton, Crume revive sleeping Eastern offense

:■ vs. Tennessee-Martin, 7 p.m.,
;Friday, Alumni Coliseum

Crosscountry

Sophomore running back Corey
Crume, above, sprints down Held
toward Brandon Egan of Western
after a hand-off from junior quarterback Jon Denton. Crume ran
for 133 yards and for two touchdowns on 16 carries for the
Colonels. Eastern head coach
Roy Kidd, left, hugs sophomore
strong safety Scooter Asel after
the Colonels 27-16 victory over
the Hilltoppers. The win was
Eastern's first in Bowling Green
since 1992.

Don KmghVProoress
Junior quarterback Jon Denton scrambles from Cnns Carpenter of Western The Colonel
offense accumulated 268 yards rushing and 214 yards passing. Denton threw for 183 yards
and one touchdown while sophomore running back Corey Crume thiaw a 31 yard touchdown to Denton on a halfback option in the third quarter of the contest.

BOWLING GREEN—Welcome back
offense, it sure is good to see you
again. You couldn't of picked a better
time to return.
That's because Eastern's offense, which
had only scored 13 points in the last six
quarters of action, exploded in the second
half against Western scoring 21
points.
Air Denton, Jon that is, and the
ground game of Corey Crume and
Derick Ixigan scorched Western's
defense for 482 total yards on its way
to a 27-16 victory.
So what jolted the offense back
to life? A tricky little play called
-The Wildcat.
Late in the third quarter, down
9-6 without a score in the second
half, Roy Kidd and the Colonels
took a chance-they called The
Wildcat
Denton too^k the snap-and pitched the
ball to the running fjackCrume who swept
wide right where it looked like Western
defenders would tackle him for a loss.
Crume suddenly stopped, and to the surprise of everyone who has seen the conservatively run Kidd offense, he calmly set up
and floated the ball down the left sideline to
Denton (that's right the quarterback) who
ran it in for the easy 31 yard touchdown
reception.
Kidd said the play was originally set up to

t

use against Kentucky but they never had the
opportunity to use it
From that point on Eastern's offense
never looked back, scoring twice in the
fourth quarter to seal the win.
Kidd said the key to the offense getting
back on track was that he let the offensive
coordinators call the majority of the
plays. Despite the slow start in the
first half, the plan worked.
Early in final period the offense
struck again with a 79-yard drive.
Denton's perfect 54-yard touchdown
pass to receiver Anthony Boggs finished the drive which put Eastern
ahead for good.
The offense then capped off the
scoring with a nine-play 98-yard
drive ending in Crume's two-yard
touchdown run.
With Denton throwing the ball well
and star wide receiver Rondel Menendez
scheduled to return next week the Colonels'
offense will only get better. Also, If Eastern's
ground game, arguably the best one-two
running punch in division I-AA. continues its
domination then Eastern should be in good
shape to defend its conference crown.
Crume and Logan both were impressive
against the Hilltoppers rushing for over 100yards each.
But if Eastern wants to be in contention
to win its first championship in 16 years the
offense has to stay consistent

i
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► Volleyball

Colonels spike Tennessee State for first win

BY PANEL RBNHAHT

road matches. In the first match,
on Friday, they-fost to Austin Peay
in four games.
Duncan said the first win for a
young team is pivotal.
They haven't won as a group,
so they don't know how to do it,"
Duncan said.
With the victory, the Colonels
improved to 1-8, 1-4. This could
be a turning point for the
Colonels' season, but it will just

Assistant sports editor
The Colonel volleyball team
finally gave its fans something to
cheer about. For the first time
this year, Eastern won a match,
beating Tennessee State last
Saturday.
Coach Lori Duncan experienced her first victory at Eastern,
winning the second of the two

► Women's Tennis

depend on how the women
respond, Duncan said.
The Colonels win came at the
hands of a Tiger team that has
struggled this year to a 2-8 mark.
The match was tied at one game
each until Eastern took over by
winning the third game, cruising
to a 15-6 victory. After that
Eastern never looked back.
"I think it has the potential to
be a turning point," Duncan said.

"We have major problems ... but
we're getting better."
In the first match of the weekend. Eastern lost its eighth
straight contest by way of a three
game sweep to Austin Peay, 7-4, 20.
With the arrival of a new
coaching staff and a team comprised of freshmen and transfers,
the slow start isn't surprising.
Duncan isn't extremely disap-

► Cross Country
Catcher Kim Sarrazln, left,
pitches to a fellow softball
Colonel during a practice at
Hood Field Monday. Coach
Jane Worthington's softball
squad will begin the fall
season with the National
Invitational Championship
at Rock Island, III.. Friday.
The Colonels had their most
successful year since the
program's inception going
38-19 last season. The
Colonels were the Ohio
Valley Conference East
Division Champions, and
ended the season third at
the OVC Tournament.

PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

" We played pretty
good in spots.
Our conditioning
needs to be better end we need .
to work on our
consistency.

The Eastern women's tennis
team will travel to Carbondale, III.,
for its second tournament of the
fall season, Oct. 1-4, when the
Lady Colonels compete in the
Southern Illinois Invitational.
The tournament will feature
Eastern, Southern Illinois, Austin
Peay, Eastern Illinois and
Tennessee-Martin.
Jennifer Goins and Cara Knoth
had the best showing in singles
action for the Lady Colonels in
the Bowling Green Invitational.
Knoth, a freshman from Kuttawa,
finished third at No. 5 and Goins,
a sophomore from Beavercreek,
Ohio, finished fourth in the number five singles flight. Tara
Williams finished fifth in the No. 1
singles division.
Three Lady Colonels finished
sixth in their divisions, April Dixon,
Ellen Smith and Sarah Haney caplured sixth place in the No. 2, three
and four singles divisions.
Rounding out the Lady Colonels
singles' lineup was Susan
Ferguson, who finished fifth in the
No. 2 division, and Rachel Beaman,
who finished eighth in the No. 4
singles division.

-

Tom Higgins,
tennis coach
»

"We played pretty good in
spots," said Higgins. "Our conditioning needs to be better and we
need to work on our consistency."
In doubles, the Lady Colonels
were led by Williams/Ferguson
who finished sixth in the No. 1
double division. Goins/Knoth
captured seventh in the third doubles division, while Dixon/Smith
and Haney/Beaman both finished
eighth in their divisions.
"We will spend this week playing matches at practice," said
Higgins. "Everybody is stroking
the ball well. I think we will be a
good team in the long run."

► Men's Golf

Games, Willenbrink help
Eastern place third at Murray
up the course winning the individual and team event. Louisville finished second. Other OVC schools
in the 11 team field were Murray
State at fifth, Tennessee Tech at
seventh.Tennessee-Martin in 10th
and Morehead State finishing in
11th and last place.
Brandon Tucker also had a
good tournament for Eastern with
a final score of 224 putting him in
a tie for 19th.
Next up the Colonels will host
their only home event of the fall
season playing in the Eastern
Kentucky Classic at Arlington Golf
Course today through Saturday.

PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

The men's golf team earned
third place at the Murray State
Invitational. Behind the strong
play of Andrew Games and Eric
Willenbrink Eastern started off
the season with a team score of
881, only 10 strokes behind the
winner.
Games finished in a tie for
third with a score of 218.
Willenbrink finished only one
stroke behind his teammate earning him a tie for fifth.
Ohio Valley Conference foe
Southeastern Missouri State tore

Jack's
Cleaners

Quality Dry Cleaning at Reasonable Prices
1

Drapery Cleaning
Tailor on Premises
1
<
Insured
Storage
Custom Shirt Finishing
1
Suede
and
Leather Service/
Silk Cleaning

Chris Hollis/Progress

Colonels begin fall stint
with National Invitational
BY DEN* TACKETT

Assistant news editor
When Lisa Edwards, I .aura Pullin and Amy
Wells signed to play softball for Eastern, they
knew they might be spending some time on the
bench as freshmen. Edwards' elbow problems
and Pullin's and Wells' injured knees have placed
them on the bench until spring.
"We were already in the hole with one elbow
and two knees injured before we even started
practice," said Jane Worthington, head coach of
the Colonel softball team. "One big thing for us is
to stay healthy."
These injuries may have an effect on the Lady
Colonels' fall season, which begins tomorrow in
the National Invitational Championship at Rock
Island, 111.
The three-day tournament is composed of 25
teams in which there are five pools of five teams
each. Teams play each other in their pool and the
two teams with the best record advance to the
finals, which are single elimination.
This will make our fifth year going to the
tournament and it is always challenging,"
Worthington said. "All the teams are quality programs and a number of them are top 20 teams."
Eastern's pool consists of Southwest Missouri,
Iowa State, Oklahoma State and Western Illinois,
who hosts the tournament.
Worthington said the team goes to the tournament each year with two intentions: to win and to
get everyone experience through playing time.
Although Worthington is worried about the
injuries, she is optimistic about the overall team.
"On the bright side, we have a lot of

returnees," she said. "Our pitching was the Best
in the Ohio Valley Conference last year and all of
the pitching staff is still here. They proved themselves last year."
Also returning are OVC Player of the Year
Kelly Swanson and All-OVC Team member Kim
Sarrazin, which Worthington feels will help the
team on offense. Both have led the team in hitting for the past two years.
Worthington is also looking for leadership in
Kelly Pikula, a transfer from Merimec Junior
College in St. Louis, who will play outfield and
senior Jill McDonald who plays outfield and catcher. Worthington said Pikula brings experience
with her and McDonald is "very, very fast," which
she feels will make a difference for the team.
Although 11 players are returning from the
spring, the Colonels lost two key outfielders in
Angie Dunagen and Brandy Bevins. They were
also two of the fastest players on the team,
Worthington said.
"It takes time to build experience and those
two had it," she said.
The lack of speed and defense will be the
team's weakest points, Worthington said.
"I'm not so sure about our defense,"
Worthington said. "A lot of people are out of position which might create confusion and a few
errors. I'm not convinced it is consistent yet."
Even with the injuries and losses, Worthington
is proud of her girls.
"They are a good group and they get along
really well and work extra hard at practice,"
Worthington said. "We have good people and
good players. We just have to stay healthy."

W A S
Top loaders only Limit one per customer Not good with any other coupon or discount.

Mon. - I Inns. Washers onl\ 75c a load until noon.

mm

BY DAHKL PRCKOP*

Sports writer
Both the men and women's
cross country teams met topranked universities in the Cavalier
Invitational in Charlottesville, Va.
The women's team finished
fourth in a field of five teams, and
the men's team finished fifth in a
field of six.
Dan Koech, who was named
Ohio Valley Conference Men's
Runner of the Week, set a new
course record in the 8,000 meter
run with his first-place time of
24:55.30 at the Cavalier Invite.
"Daniel Koech has established
himself as one of the top runners
in the East," Erdmann said.
Mohammed Khayr also finished in the top 10 for Eastern.
He finished sixth overall with a
time of 25:26.70.
The men's team came into the
invitational having a national ranking.
The team received three votes
in the United States Cross
Country Coaches Association Poll
last week, giving them a 44th
national ranking
"I think we were overrated,"
said Erdmann. "I think a lot of the
guys looked at the polls and said
'All right, we're pretty good.'"
The women had three runners
finish in the top 20. and three others finished in the top 30.
Junior Jenni Brown led the
way for Eastern finishing seventh
overall with a time of 18:20.60.
Freshmen Hannah Benjamin
came in second for Eastern and
15th overall.
She posted a time of 18:36.50,
while junior Theresa Olsen finished behind Benjamin with a
16th place showing and a time of
18:38.30.
"Theresa Olsen ran her best
race ever," said Erdmann.
Freshmen Heather Davel,
Mindy Stadler, and Jen Wheeler
finished 22, 23, and 27th overall
respectively.
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GREAT TANNING
NGW Bulbs!

210 St. George Street
624-4268

Men finish
fifth, women
finish fourth
at invitational

CjO CoConeCs
nfou'reSEW

Please clip and bring this coupon.
Exp. 10/17/98.

Family Owned and Operated Since 1964
205 Water Street
623-6244

should be a good foundation for
"laying the groundwork for the
1999-2000 teams" which should
be more competitive.
As for this year, the Colonels
will continue their season tomorrow hosting a Tennessee-Martin
team that has been struggling
around .500 all season. Eastern
will finish out September by hosting Murray State and non-conference foe Tennessee.

► Softball

Goins, Knoth had best
showings at Bowling Green

1

pointed with her team and just
wants them to continue playing
and practicing hard.
"What matters to me this year
is laying the groundwork for a
mentally toug(i team," Duncan
said.
The 35-year-old coach and former Colonel has been trying to
keep this season positive and in
perspective for herself and her
players. She said this year's team

$5 off on all tanning packages
$2.50 for first
time customers
Eip 10/3C98.

i£>toneworth

Laundry & Tanning Co.
620 Big Hill Ave. • 623-0076

Richmond Mall
Mon.-Sat 10a.m.-9p.m.
Sun. 1 p.m.-6 p.m.

hirt Co.

Pink Flamingo

7 J0 a.m.-10 p.m. Mon-Sat., 10 a.m.-10 p.m. Sun.

623-6852

Philosophy 101: Logic & Theory
*

Shop earCyfar great Christmas Bargains.
What's the meaning of this ad?

Mmfeaturing CraBtree & TveCyn Bath & 'Body Troaiicts
Qift Items IncCwfe:

Before you ponder the fundamental principle
of this logical question, consider this:
Fazoli's features 12 menu items
priced under $4. including Ravioli,
Fettuccine Alfredo and Spaghetti.
Meaning, in theory, you won't need
a student loan to eat here.
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Copper Craft Brassware
Al Root Candles
Sterling Silver Jewelry
Eatring Charms
Designer Fragrances

Picture Frames
Candle Holders
Tender Hearts Address
books, journals, etc.
Mirrors

Thursday - Saturday, September 24th - 26th
10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Carriage Gate Shopping Center

mERLE noRmnn

441 (rtftaiuy Drwe, 624-0884, Richmond

excCucCes Merie. Jiorman Cosmetics_
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YOU CAN BECOME A
SMITTY & WOODY

_

PREFERRED SHOPPER
In the near
future you will
be able to
receive instant
discounts on
your favorite
products
throughout the
store when you
present your Smitty &
Woody Preferred
Shopper card to the
cashier when you check
out. We want to reward
customers who frequently
spend their food dollars
in our store. Watch for
upcoming ads!
It's Quick, It's Easy
& it's FREE!
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Cheerios Cereal
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I
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$4 66
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16 oz. box, All Varieties

I

Premium Sara'nes

I ^PREMIUHT] g g
LMM1
Mm
P1UI9IQI
limit « with coupon 1 »5 purchn* • f «p-«, 9/30/98
{

.OOD OUTLtr

Avg. 7 oz. box, All Varieties

Hamburger Helper

^^^
^*^m^
PIU #9108
Limit « ~.oi coupon ft »5 purchMc • E«p.«. 9/30/98

15 oz. box

11-12 oz. box, Asst Varieties, Nabisco

All Flavors

Kclloss's
le Jacks

1

$4 66

$4 97

1

Co« Rut 10*

PIU • 9103

Limit 8 witt. coupon ft tS purchnc • Eapm 9/30/98

|

Limit 4 with $20 purchase

i
i
i
j

NiHaWafffers

12 Pack Cans
Coca Cola

ig^jp

,

17.5 oz. cup, Asst. Varieters

5.5 oz. can, Asst. Flavors

4.5 oz. pk3., Asst. Varieties

Friskies
Cat Food

Freezer Queen
Cooking Bags

ML
1 lb. pk, Oscar Mayer

Chopped Ham,
Ham & Cheese or
TUrkey Breast

$4 66

1

(Formerly Super 1 Foods)

Microwave Meals Kids Kitchen

39
Golden Ripe
Bananas

27

I

_

Cheese, Bagel or Dyna Bites I

Pimento Cheese or
Chicken Salad

Lb.

PLU 19104

17 oz. pks.

Delicious

98

~—* I

V

Umlt S wWi coupon ft IS purchMc • E«pif« 9/30/98

10.75 oz. cup, Grace*

<

r A

LM

I

88

<
Co.1 MM. 10*
***■■ ■ » ii

~^^^^^
rvu «
■ 910S
TIV3
PIU
Umlt ! witti coupon ft >S purchdt • L>p»ct 9/30/98

L-^^^^^r

<

SMITH & WOODS

I
i

America's #1 Prepaid Phone Card!

CALL ANYTIME,
ANYWHERE FOR
flfi

ONLY

COST PLUS 10%

Added at the
register.

Buy US DA Choice Meats, Farm-Fresh Dairy and Produce Items
and Name-Brand Groceries. All this at our COST PLUS 10%!

fi

14

<

Sept. 2a thru WetL,

I

«

4

t

(it's so money/
Get the new AT&T Student Advantage Card.
Phone calls. Purchases. Savings across the country.
It's an AT&T Calling Card that's just 2Cty a minute, with no hidden per call service charge* Read
between the lines and compare it to other calling cards that blmdside you with hidden service charges
on every call

before you've even said hello.

»"••'

lim - Tarn

It's also a free Student Advantage" membership. So you
can save at Amtrak," Tower Records. Foot Locker and

SvrvKtChvf*
Cott p" m.nirtr

Total 1 ""niitf ««W

over 20.000 other places across the country.

AT»T Student
Advantage Card

Sprint
FONCARD

m

AT&T Student
*dvini»r Card

Spnnt
FONCARD
w

0«

»0«

0'

10"

)5«

10<

I0«

$1.60

$3.70

$160

$170

k»»w CoUctt PLm iundAkxw FONCARD Opoon * to n ol 1 1 *S

(yada yada for naday
There's an AT&T One Rate plan that's right for you.
Just I0£ a minute. Plus, 100 FREE minutes to start.

9 ^

Whatever your calling needs, sign up for an AT&T One Rate' plan and
your first 100 minutes are free.**
AT&T One Rate
lOtf a minute

Plus:

-one low rate all the time on state-to-state calls you dial from

home. Wherever you call in the U.S. And it's only $4.95 per month.
AT&T One Rate

Off Peak:

lOtf a minute on your state-to-state, direct dialed calls from home from
7pm 7am and all weekend long; 25tf a minute all other times. And no monthly fee.'

Get started today. Call I 800 654-0471,

AT&T
Its all wuhin your reach

mention offer code 62198. or visit www.att.com/college
See back for details.

(on the move!)
Get the new AT&T Student Advantage Card.
It's an AT&T Calling Card.
With no hidden per call service charges. No gimmicks. And no comparison.
And it's a student discount card.
Save. All around town. All across the country. At'over 20.000 places.
It's like money in your pocket.
The AT&T Student Advantage Card is the next best thing to easy money.
It's an easy way to save. See inside for more details.

(live off campus?/
Sign up for an AT&T One Rate" plan.
Get 100 free minutes."
Talk about whatever you want.
Pay just I0< a minute.
On your state-to-state calls.
Find the AT&T One Rate plan that's right for you. Look inside.

Get started today. Call I 800 654-0471,
mention offer code 62198, or visit www.att.com/college

It's

all

within

your

reach."

_^AT8T

Save big on your next Bar-B-Q meal.' See the other side for our

YUMMY OF***!:,
Bio Deal
$4.25!

'^

200 Hwy 770, Corbin 526-0000 • 3580 S. Hwy 27, Somerset 678-0198
US 25 South, (Berea Road), Richmond

Our Large Bar-B-Q Beef,
Pork or Turkey
Sandwich on Garlic: Bread
Served with Bar-B-Q Beans
and a Jumbo 1( ed Tea
or Soft Drink.

Bar-B-Q Lunch Special

Bar-B-Q Lunch Special

Bar-B-Q Lunch Special

Buy a Bar-B-Q Heel Pork Chicken or Turkey
i urn h Spet lal i Iru ludes Frem b Pries ' oleslaw
.ind <..iih< Bread i it trcul.it pru e and gel one
i same pru e oi less i foi Free*

Buy a Bar-B-Q Beel Pork Chicken oi rurkey
Luni h Spei i.il (lm ludes Frem li Fries i olcslaw
and Garln Bread i .ir regulai pru «■ .mil gel one
, same pru e <>i less) lot Free'

Buy .i Bar-B-Q Beel Pork Chu ken oi Turke>
Lum b Spei i.i111 n< lmlt's Frem b Fries * oleslaw
and Garlu Bread] .it regular pro e and gel one
■same pi v r <•» lrs\ i tin Free'

DINING ROOM ONLY

DINING ROOM ONLY

TAKE OUT ONLY

With i uupon i h
■pet i.il ■
when oruVnnx (loudatcorbin K
- f Sunm »i >nk i imii: prt i oupuii

■ i ■• i s ■• robr iumbtned will
»!«••. i.(I ni i uupon Hi W
rbin Hu nmond and
■ ■ Simnv *i >nlv I MI.i

VH

l>|'!fvl

Bar-B-Q Dinner Plate

'.

Bar-B-Q Dinner Plate

Hu\ ,i Bar-B-Q Beel l'<»rk ( hie ken 01 Kibs
I Mnnei Plate In ludes Fren< h Fries < oleslaw
and Garlu Breadl ai regulai pru <■ and
ne pru i* "t less I

Buy a Bar-B-Q Beef Pork Chicken or Ribs
Dinner Plan
French Fries Coleslaw
and < -.irln Bread .it regular pn< e and
ime pru <■ oi less 11« «r 4MC

DOUNC ROOM ONLY

DINING ROOM ONLY

With < uupon i ink Noi t<> br' i ombined with I
»pt"i i.i I nt i t >u jmti

I'IIMM

[H< srnt i IHipun I

when ordering (KindatCorhin Rjrnmond ind
Somenei Sonm ■ OnH Limit 2 jft ■ uupon
i ipireg l»l
■-■

Bar-B-Q Dinner Plate

Buy .i Bar-B-Q Beel r^rk i hu ken i>r Ribs
Dinner Plare i lm ludes Frem h Fries, < oli sUn
and Garlu Bread) ai regulai pm e and
gel one (same pm eor less I for 99CI

TAKE OUT ONLY

With Coupon On
■ mbined with any othei
sjit-ii.il or coupon Plea* prrsrnti upon I
'bin kn fiTiKiml and
uupon
I

Bar-B-Q Dinner Plate

Buy a Bar-B-Q Beel Pork Chicken or Ribs
Dinner Ware i lm ludes Frem h Fnes « oleslaw
and Garlu Hi.'.nl i .ir regular pru e and
gel one i same pru <■ or less) foi wc1

B.ir-K-Q Beel <>r Pork Chit ken and Ribs
Bar-B-Q Beans French Fries Coleslaw
Gariii Hir.ni .uul t li ed Teas or Sodas

TAKEOUT ONLY

DINE IN OR TAKE OUT.'

Wirli ( oujim Onb Sot I
■

■

|| nf • QUpOfl I •

whi i

irbin Kn him •

■

■

■
■

si

i

